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Multi-agent systems are applied to distributed problem-solving applications 

because of their ability to overcome the limitations that individual agents face when 

solving complex problems. Large numbers of agents acting as problem-solvers on 

networks suggest a virtual marketplace. In this marketplace, groups of self-interested 

agents can interact to solve highly constrained and distributed problems by assuming 

varying roles and forming “temporary teams”. This dissertation presents a decision 

making mechanism for multi-agent team formation between self-interested agents in a 

competitive, open and dynamic environment. An agent perceives environmental 

uncertainties, and models those uncertainties into simplified categories such as risks and 

benefits. The dissertation further demonstrates how an agent’s attitudes shape how risk 

and rewards are weighted when making decisions among multiple alternatives. 

Accordingly, agent-borne attitudes toward proactive behavior, risk, reward, and urgency 

are proposed as the basis of the proposed team formation mechanism. Finally, a learning 

technique assists an agent in continuously learning what attitudes it needs in order to 

adapt to dynamic environments and increase its resulting rewards. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

“It is our attitude at the beginning of a difficult task which, 

 more than anything else, will affect its successful outcome.” 

– William James – 

 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Forming teams among distributed individuals can be essential for solving 

complex problems, especially when each participating individual does not have enough 

resources (i.e., capability or information) to provide solutions independently. When 

forming teams, individuals must be capable of making critical performance enhancing 

decisions, such as role determination, problem selection, and teammate selection. This 

research addresses the challenges an agent faces when making the decisions necessary to 

solve complex problems when performing as a team in an open and dynamic 

environment.  

Advances in network technology and the pervasive connectivity of the Internet 

have promoted an increasingly ubiquitous environment in which distributed software 

components (e.g., software agents or web services) and devices (e.g., mobile phones, 

smart phones, or laptops) are connected over a network. Moreover, technologies related 

to the Semantic Web have provided interoperability among diverse entities (software, 

hardware, or human) over the network by providing shared standards that allow effective 

and efficient communication [Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila 2001] [Hendler 2001]. 

The integration of ubiquitous computing and the semantic web therefore suggests a 
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highly pervasive environment in which individuals are mutually connected and have the 

means to exchange resources freely. This research anticipates a future in which 

collections of distributed individuals interoperating through the network and sharing their 

resources will become a dominant trend in solving complex problems from disparate 

domains. 

Among human users on the network, this trend is in evidence through various web 

services, such as Wikipedia [Wikipidia 2008], Yahoo Answers [Yahoo! 2008], and 

Mechanical Turk [Amazon 2008]. Through Wikipedia, human users form collective 

intelligence by sharing individual knowledge, thereby creating answers to various 

problems on the Internet. Moreover, problem-solving services (e.g., Yahoo Answers or 

Mechanical Turk) provide connections between questioners and problem solvers over the 

network to produce solutions for various types of problems. Especially, The Mechanical 

Turk provides an online marketplace in which human problem solvers earn money by 

solving Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT) requested by other human users. As increasing 

numbers of software entities are available on the network, these types of applications can 

be extended to a potential virtual marketplace, involving both humans and software 

entities. In this marketplace, large groups of self-interested agents and humans may 

interact to solve highly constrained and distributed problems over various domains by 

varying their roles, selecting their problems, and forming temporary problem solving 

teams. 

Accordingly, this research examines team formation among distributed 

individuals within the context of multi-agent system. In this research, the distributed 

individuals are represented as software agent that may be software artifacts, web services, 

or software entities operating on behalf of humans. Agents are proactive and intelligent 

entities pursuing goals with a certain degree of autonomy in their decision-making 
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processes [Wooldridge and Jennings 1995]. Situated in an environment, agents assess 

that environment, experience the impacts of actions and changes, and respond by taking 

appropriate actions to achieve their goal [Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge 1998]. A 

multi-agent system is a collection of agents that work in conjunction with one another. In 

a multi-agent system, multiple agents interact with others, through the either competition 

or cooperation, to achieve some individual or collective task. One of the rewards of a 

multi-agent system is the ability to work together as a team to solve complex problems 

that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each entity [Durfee and 

Lesser 1989]. In this sense, a multi-agent system provides a unique opportunity to 

implement a virtual problem-solving marketplace using both software agents and humans 

as various types of participants in that market.     

Accordingly, when agents form teams in this problem-solving marketplace, the 

agents must face certain complexities derived from competitiveness in the marketplace, 

other agents’ unknown problem solving behaviors, multiple problem requirements to 

satisfy, and continuous changes in the problem-solving marketplace. 

For open environments, in which independently designed agents can participate or 

leave at will and participate without central control over their behavior, agents might 

have to interact with others who possess different behaviors (e.g., reliability, quality, 

timeliness, and availability) governing how they complete assigned tasks and how they 

interact with others agents. These behaviors are often unknown a priori. Since problems 

that agents encounter are characterized by multiple requirements (e.g., time constraints 

and quality requirements) that must be satisfied, the behaviors of other agents should be 

considered in order to form a reliable team that satisfies all the given requirements. For 

instance, in a situation whereby a problem demands prompt services, an agent that 

provides a solution quickly might be a better teammate than an agent that provides a 
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higher quality solution requiring more solution time. As a result, the ability to estimate 

other agents’ behaviors is an essential step when selecting appropriate teammates for 

forming a high performance team [Gujral, DeAngelis, Fullam et al. 2006] [Maximilien 

and Singh 2005]. 

In a problem-solving marketplace, the agent team can regard each problem as a 

potential goal. Since a problem is decomposed into tasks in this research, each task is 

therefore considered a sub-goal that an agent can pursue utilizing its own capabilities. 

When more than one problem matches an agent’s capabilities, the agent must then 

determine which problem to work. Since an agent seeks to maximize the number of 

problems it successfully solves in a team with other agents, that agent should estimate the 

potential rewards or corresponding risks connected with solving a certain problem.  

Moreover, when agents are only interested in achieving their own goals as purely 

self-interested parties, those same agents compete with one another. Therefore, an agent 

should determine the most appropriate role to take in order to increase its rewards in the 

competitive environment. In particular, there are two different roles available when 

agents form teams: leader and a member. For example, when an agent is highly proactive 

in searching for a problem to work, that agent might prefer being a leader in order to 

select or claim better problems (i.e., a problem with a greater number matching sub-tasks) 

that provide the agent greater rewards after completion under its leadership. However, a 

leader’s privilege to claim a preferred problem is accompanied by responsibility. A team 

leader may have to pay a penalty in the event that the team fails to complete the selected 

problem. If the probability of penalization as a result of team failure is high, an agent may 

reap greater rewards by being a member of a team in which it does not have a leader’s 

responsibility. If an agent continuously fails to claim a problem because of the 

competition between large numbers of leader-agents for the same problem, it might better 
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for a leader agent to avoid the competition and work on the offers from other leader-

agents. If an agent receives numerous offers from other leader-agents, that agent might be 

better off being a member working for other leader-agents, thereby avoiding a highly 

competitive situation. In this sense, the decision to be either a leader or member depends 

on environmental variables in place at the time of the decision. Some examples of these 

variables might be an agent’s own capabilities, the types of other agents available for 

teaming, the competitiveness of the marketplace, penalties for failure, and other 

constraints that affect the probability of team success such as time constraints, problem 

complexity defined by the number of sub-tasks. Additionally, agents often face 

unexpected changes in a dynamic environment, especially when large numbers of agents 

and problems are interacting within the environment. Therefore, the ability to make the 

“right” decisions in the presence of these changes is critical to the enhancement of agent 

performance.  

In summary, this research assumes that there are three critical decisions that an 

agent makes in order to improve its problem solving performance as part of team. Even 

though there may be various other minor decisions to make in order to build a team, the 

following three decisions are mainly considered in this research:  

1. Which role to play within a team 

2. Which problem to work, and  

3. Which teammate to work with (best prospective teammates to join). 

When agents possess bounded rationality due to incomplete information, limited 

resources, or limited computational power, it is extremely difficult to make the optimal 

decisions needed to build a team in response to these described complexities of the 

environments [Simon 1999]. With bounded rationality, it is very hard for an agent to 

analyze in advance all the possible factors that affect the agent’s decision, especially in a 
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dynamic and open environment. For example, since an agent might have a partial view of 

the situation due to bounded rationality, a priori knowledge of the exact consequence of a 

certain decision can be very difficult. This is especially true when an agent must make 

decisions by a certain time, i.e., a deadline. In such a case, the agent might not have 

enough time to consider all possible options so as to produce the optimal decision for the 

given situation.  

This research offers a decision-making mechanism enabling agents with bounded 

rationality to form high performance and reliable teams that increase agent net rewards – 

defined as payoffs earned by completing problems minus any penalties resulting from 

team failure – in competitive, open, and dynamic environments. The basis of this 

mechanism is a particular combination of agent-borne attitudes that influence the agent’s 

decision, thereby guiding its teaming behavior.  

Attitudes are used as simplified ways of arriving at the right decisions or finding 

appropriate actions when humans make a decision in complex environments [Johnson-

laird and Oatley 1989]. In addition, attitudes manage an individual’s limited cognitive 

resources to deal with uncertainties of complex domains [Gmytrasiewicz 2002]. 

Accordingly, agents as articulated in this research must make multiple teaming decisions 

by considering various constraints and requirements in a complex environment, therefore, 

attitudes can provide a useful method for simplifying an agent’s decision making process 

while forming teams (e.g., finding appropriate role, problem, and helpful teammates). 

Attitudes also facilitate an ability to adapt to the environment throughout the feedback the 

individual gets from the environment [Eagly and Chaiken 1998]. Accordingly, attitudes 

can provide a good learning framework for adapting to changes in a dynamic 

environment.  
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Figure 1. An agent’s three teaming decisions and things to consider 

In this research, agents estimate potential rewards, corresponding risks, and 

timeliness associated with a certain decision, and use attitudes to prioritize each 

important decision feature for any given the state of the environment. The attitude-driven 

decision making mechanism proposed in this research enables agents to 1) determine the 

appropriate role to play in the team, 2) select problems to work on, and 3) evaluate other 

agents and select teammates, especially within the context of changing problem 

constraints and the uncertain behaviors of other agents (Figure 1). In addition, agents are 

made capable of adapting to the dynamic environment by identifying the set of attitudes 

needed to make the better selections for goal achievement - even as environmental 

conditions change.  
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This research examines the following hypothesis: 

 

When agents solve problems as a team, an individual agent can increase the 

rewards it receives by forming or affiliating with a team using attitudes to continuously 

balance potential rewards and corresponding risks involved in role, problem, and 

teammates selection processes. 

 

This research offers guidance for how an agent with bounded rationality selects a 

problem and forms a team with other agents to complete that problem in the presence of 

both uncertainties in agent problem solving behavior and changes in problem 

requirements and environmental parameters, such as agent population or problem types. 

More specifically, this research deals with how an agent uses its own attitudes to guide 

behavioral tendency in directions that increase its rewards for a given situation. In 

addition, the research also provides a method for reviewing and updating an agent’s 

decision by learning the “right” set of attitudes for changing environments.  

In validating the hypothesis and corresponding challenges, the research will seek 

to answer the following two research questions: 

Research Question 1: How do agents make team building decisions to solve 

problems in the presence of uncertainties in an open environment? 

Research Question 2: How does an agent use learning to adapt to changes in 

order to maximize goal rewards in a dynamic environment? 

The following subsections expand upon these research questions.  
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1.2.1 Research Question 1: Making decisions in an open environment 

Research Question 1 asks: How do agents make team building decisions to solve 

problems in the presence of uncertainties in an open environment? 

This research question examines how an agent selects an appropriate role to 

perform in competitive environments, problems to work in order to increase its rewards, 

and teammates to work with in order to successfully complete the selection problem.  

More specifically, this research question first examines the factors influencing an 

agent’s rewards. Whether or not a team of agents can earn rewards depends solely on the 

team’s ability to complete all of a problem’s tasks within the given time constraints. In 

addition, the actual amount of rewards an agent receives depends on how well a team 

satisfies the problem’s quality requirements when completing tasks. Therefore, this 

research question will seek to identify the possible factors influencing the probability that 

a team will successfully complete all of a problem’s tasks, and identify the factors that 

influence the amount of reward a team actually accrues by completing the problem.  

For example, when the overall team solution is of low quality, the team receives 

lower rewards than would a team with a higher quality solution. In this way, the average 

solution quality an agent provides is a factor to consider when searching for potential 

teammates. Likewise, when a teammate’s timeliness – defined here as how fast an agent 

can complete assigned tasks – is too slow, there may be a high possibility that the agent 

cannot finish its assigned tasks within the given time constraints. In this sense, the 

timeliness of an agent can be an important factor to consider especially in an environment 

where time constraints are tight.  

As described in the above example, an agent’s problem solving behaviors such as 

solution quality or timeliness can be an important factor to consider when working as a 

team to solve a problem. Since multiple problem solving behaviors must be considered, 
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an agent should not merely build single dimensional model; rather an agent should build 

a multi-dimensional model to capture the trustworthiness of other agents solving 

problems. In this research, a Multi-dimensional Trust (MDT) model is used to capture 

multiple problem-solving behaviors (i.e., quality of solution, reliability, availability, and 

timeliness) of other agents. Especially, the dissertation provides an argument for a 

method for building an accurate MDT model when changes in the agent’s problem 

solving behaviors might occur. Three different methods (average, time-decayed average 

with exponential function, and time-decayed average with polynomial function) are 

considered and compared in order to find the most appropriate modeling method given 

the characteristics of teaming environment.  

When an agent makes teaming decisions, the multiple factors described in the 

above section are then modeled as either potential rewards or corresponding risks. An 

agent’s attitudes then shape how the rewards and risks are weighted when making 

decisions among multiple alternatives. This dissertation examines how an agent assigns 

weights differently when risk is involved in the decision-making process. It has been 

shown that an individual’s utility and its value form an exponential relationship when the 

individual make choices under the risk [Smidts 1997].  

Traditionally, a risk attitude of an individual corresponds to the curvature of the 

exponential function [Keeney 1982]. As shown in the Figure 2, when the exponential 

function is concave, linear, or convex, the risk attitude is, respectively, risk averse, risk 

neutral, or risk seeking. In this dissertation, exponential function is used as weight 

function, and attitude determines the curvature of the exponential function to reflect the 

accurate valuation of the decision factors given the different situations. 
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Figure 2. Curvature of exponential function reflecting risk attitude 

In this sense, attitudes are described as a set of parameters that dictate an agent’s 

decision-making tendency regarding role, problem, and teammate selection. Therefore, 

this attitude model can be represented in terms of a particular combination of underlying 

attitudes that influence an agent’s decisions, thus guiding its behavior under different 

circumstances. This research question will therefore address how an agent builds its 

attitude model through interactions with environments, agents, and problems; 

furthermore, it will address how an agent uses that attitude model in the decision-making 

Risk-Aversion: afraid or sensitive to risks  
(concave curve)  

Risk-Seeking: Willing to accept more risks  
(convex curve)  

Risk-Neutral: (straight line)
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process regarding role, problem, and teammate selection in competitive, open, and 

dynamically changing environments.  

In addition, these teaming decisions are interdependent in that the result of one 

decision affects other decision results. That is, when an agent makes a decision, it must 

consider how that decision affects the upcoming decisions that are required. This 

question also determines interdependencies between decisions, and addresses how an 

agent accounts for the effect of these interdependencies on each decision made during the 

team formation process. 

1.2.2 Research Question 2: Learning and Adaptation 

Research Question 2 asks: How does an agent use learning to adapt to changes in 

order to maximize goal rewards in a dynamic environment? 

The premise of this question is that attitudes can be learned through experiences 

[Tesser and shaffer 1990], and use those experiences to alter its own attitudes so as to 

increase the goal rewards even though the environment is dynamically changing. This 

question will first address how an agent observes its performance in dynamic 

environments where problem requirements and agent population may change over time 

with some degree of uncertainty. An agent uses its net rewards – defined in this research 

as total payoff it has earned minus total penalty value it received - as a reinforcement 

parameter to evaluate the performance of its current set of attitudes. After an agent 

evaluates its current performance based on its observation, the agent determines how to 

modify its current set of attitudes to increase its current rewards. For example, when the 

penalty value of the problem increases and the time constraints of the problem are 

tightened, an agent might recognize a need to adjust its attitudes such that it searches for 

simpler problems and reliable teammates to minimize the possible failure of a team. In 
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addition, the research question asks how an agent determines both when to explore to 

find more opportunities to increase learning performance, and when to exploit current 

knowledge in order to increase learning rewards. Experiments are conducted to determine 

how the proposed learning mechanism performs across a range of dynamic environments 

(e.g., type changes in the agent population, sudden changes in time constraints, or 

changes in payoff or penalty value). 

1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS 

This dissertation presents a decision making mechanism through which self-

interested agents may form teams in competitive environments characterized by 

uncertainties and continuous changes, especially when the teaming decisions are 

interdependent and must be made in timely manner.  

1.3.1 Research Contribution 

The dissertation provides the multi-agent decision making framework that can be 

used in the application where human and software agent build teams to solve problems in 

competitive, open and dynamic environments. This dissertation’s contributions result 

from answering the research questions and validating the hypothesis. These contributions 

can be summarized as follows:  

• Provide a theoretical framework for agent through which an agent can make 

three different teaming decisions in competitive, open and dynamic 

environments, especially when an agent is self-interested and possesses 

bounded rationality: Chapter 2 of this dissertation extends the discussion of 

how existing agent research individually addresses the topics regarding 

coalition formation in competitive environments [Klusch and Gerber 2002], 

collaboration among self-interested agents [Parkes and Ungar 2000] 
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[Shneidman and Parkes 2003] [Kraus, Shehory and Taase 2003] adaptation to 

the changing environments [Scerri, Farinelli, Okamoto et al. 2005], and agents 

with bounded-rationality [Rehak, Pechoucek, Tozicka et al. 2005]. However, 

no research currently addresses an agent’s decision-making mechanism for 

coalition formation in consideration of all four of these conditions, and in 

particular does not address the incorporation of dependences between 

decisions further constrained by time. In this context, coalition formation 

researches mainly focused on finding the optimal solution in the coalition 

formation domain by making certain assumptions (e.g., limited number of 

agents, cooperative environment, perfect rationality, static environment, or 

single dimensional trust evaluation) to decrease the complexities in the multi-

agent coalition formation domain. This research incorporates the complexities 

of the realistic multi-agent coalition formation scenario (e.g., problem solving 

marketplace in open and dynamic environment), and then develops a decision 

making mechanism to produce a favorable or improved result that would 

otherwise be overwhelmingly difficult to achieve. 

 

• Present a modeling technique for capturing uncertainties resulting from 

unknown problem solving behaviors and environmental parameters (e.g., 

number of agents, number of problems, types of agents, and time constraints): 

The research shows that modeling agent behaviors using multiple dimensions 

benefits the teaming process and present the time-decayed average method for 

capturing possible change in an agent’s behaviors. When forming teams with 

other agents to solve problems, an agent can benefit from the examination of 

multiple behavioral characteristics possessed by other agents, especially in the 
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context of the various requirements the team must satisfy to complete the 

problem. A Multi-Dimensional Trust (MDT) model is proposed to allow the 

agents to capture various aspects of other agent’s behaviors. Other trust 

modeling techniques often assume that the agents’ behaviors are 

approximately the same throughout multiple interactions. This is reasonable 

assumption because high frequency behavior changes would induce sufficient 

fluctuations in the trust model so as to significantly reduce the effectiveness of 

the model. Even so, cases do exist in which an agent experiences meaningful 

changes in its behavior over the course of its interactions. For example, a case 

might exist in which an agent improves some of its problem solving behaviors 

(e.g., solution quality) with respect to time; or alternatively, a case might 

exists in which an agent is mostly available at the beginning of the day but 

unavailable for the balance of the day, thus providing a discernable behavioral 

pattern. In these cases, capturing changes in the agent’s behavior is critical to 

the development of an accurate trust model. This approach is in contrast to 

other research results that focus primarily on modeling static behaviors. This 

research provides a time-decayed average method to tune the priority given to 

the recent information. The time-decayed average method enables agents to 

build an accurate Multi-Dimensional Trust (MDT) model, even with 

unpredictable changes in behaviors.  

 

• Provide decision-making schemes to select the most appropriate option 

among multiple alternatives in the context of risks and uncertainties utilizing 

the concept of attitudes to simplify decision complexities: An agent captures 

factors affecting its teaming decisions (e.g., problem requirements, agent 
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population, agent types, and time constraints), and simplifies these factors into 

minimally required categories representing potential rewards, corresponding 

risks, and service promptness. An agent weights each category differently 

based on the situation. Rather than applying linearity to a decision weight 

function for every situation, an agent applies different types of weight 

functions, either exponential or sigmoid, based on different circumstances. 

This research introduces attitudes as the controlling parameters for guiding an 

agent’s decision making process by changing the shape of the decision weight 

function. In addition, by incorporating the concept of behavioral attitudes and  

the exponential and sigmoid function reflecting risk attitude, the usability of 

systems involving both human and autonomous software can be increased 

because these two concepts can account for the realistic aspects of human 

participant behaviors during the decision making process. 

 

• Show that agent attitude can be a good learning parameter for an agent to 

use in a complex environment, thereby allowing even a simple learning 

technique to increase the adaptability of an agent: Agent teaming decisions 

are influenced by various factors in the environment. However, learning what 

would be the best decisions to make considering all the possible 

environmental factors is a non-trivial problem. The attitude proposed in this 

research becomes a single point of learning for an agent when making various 

decisions in the complex environment. However, previous research on agent 

attitudes mostly focuses on how attitudes influence the behavior of interacting 

agents within different environments. The most important aspect of attitude, 

continuous adaptation based on the feedback from the environment, has not 
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been covered well in these previous endeavors. In this research, an agent 

learns the appropriate set of attitudes given different situations based upon 

interactions with the surrounding environment. In other words, attitudes 

facilitate an ability to adapt to the environment through feedback that the 

agent receives from the environment. Reinforcement learning (RL) has been 

used to provide a framework for learning in stochastic, dynamic environment. 

However, one of the problems with the reinforcement learning is that learning 

at an early stage is basically random exploration. Therefore, finding an 

optimal solution using any RL algorithm can be very time consuming. This 

research provides a two layer reinforcement learning method through which 

an agent first explores the generalized clusters of states. The advantage of this 

clustering technique is that it can reduce the overall state space that must be 

searched and generalize unseen states, thus increasing the rate of convergence 

of RL algorithms.   

1.3.2 Potential Applications 

The research suggests an argument for, and provides evidence of, productive 

problem-solving collaboration between software agents and human users in numerous 

problem-solving domains such as Yahoo Answers and the Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

Since the Internet and other ubiquitous computing technologies provide interconnectivity, 

and Semantic Web technology provides interoperability between various entities 

including software agents, machines, and humans, the wider deployment of agent-based 

systems being used in real-life distributed problem solving domains is highly plausible. 

The next sub-section describes a scenario where this research can be applied in more 

detail.  
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1.3.2.1 Problem Solving in Large Organization  

In a large business organization, individuals must often choose both projects and 

collaboration partners in rapidly changing environments. Decisions that successfully 

trade-off rewards, risks, and timeliness during the project and partner selection process 

are critical to successful project completion and individual collaboration partner 

performance evaluations. In addition, successful adaptation to dynamically changing 

circumstances is also a key to the completion of a project. The decision-making 

framework proposed in this research could be adapted to this type of scenario in the large 

business organizations. 

Organizations are becoming more diverse and distributed. And an ever-increasing 

number of these organizations encourage their employees to proactively engage with 

various kinds of productivity improvement programs in addition to their daily 

responsibility.   

A good example is Google’s “20 percent time” rule, which enables engineers to 

spend one day per week working on projects that are of their own and not necessarily in 

their daily job descriptions [Vise, Malseed, Maniez et al. 2008]. These projects can be 

spawned by any employee who has the best ideas, rather than by organizational 

hierarchy. This type of “time allowance” for creative endeavors encourages a cultural of 

ad hoc problem-solving that can yield significant benefit if properly implemented. The 

second example is that Samsung has also adopted systems to encourage their employees 

to identify and solve various types of problems beyond their job descriptions. Samsung 

encouraged their employee to use the six-sigma problem-solving methods to enhance 

productivity in both their primary job functions as well as in other problem areas beyond 

their primary job functions [Yang and El-Haik 2003]. This is intended to encourage self-

motivated individuals to bring forth new ideas for others to review, evaluate, or 
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contribute to, rather than depending solely on executives to spend time on vision 

documents and plans.  

In addition to this new decentralized problem-solving paradigm within the large 

organizations where each individuals can propose the problems and proactively engage 

with other participants in the various types of problem solving activities without any 

hierarchical structure, there are other phenomena that promote these types of distributed 

problem solving activities. Examples may be seen in collaborative advancements in 

network communications and mobile computing. One such is the recent trend recognized 

by Cisco that shows a rapidly increasing number of remote meetings via teleconferences, 

wikis, blogs, and discussion groups over network [Ryu 2009]. Massively connected 

knowledge sharing in highly distributed organizations and active participation of the 

individuals in problem solving activities has become a critical element in most national 

and international organizations.  

By recognizing the growth in and convergence of these two phenomena, 1) 

distributed problem solving work environments and 2) easy sharing of information and 

active participating over the network, one can recognize a possibility for the productive 

application of problem-solving collaboration among software agents and human users in 

numerous problem-solving domains. This research can provide a tool to enable people to 

determine proper role to perform when working with others on various types of problems, 

to more efficiently and effectively evaluate the problem solving behaviors of others to 

find appropriate teammates, to more effectively and efficiently assess which problem is 

most pertinent in a particular situation, and to quickly recommend or recognize the right 

type of attitude that individuals should possess in order to effectively have to solve 

problems as a team. Specifically, this research promotes the following capabilities to 

make both team-building and problem solving in large corporate environments more 
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effective, efficient, and productive. This being the case, it is useful to look at some of the 

domain characteristics that fit into the definitions and assumptions of this research.   

First, one can address the behavioral characteristics of potential teammates in a 

problem-solving activity. An individual’s capability can easily be extracted from known 

information, such as title of position, project history, or individual’s job description. 

However, behavioral characteristics of an individual (quality of their work, reliability, 

availability, or timeliness) are often unknown before you actually interact with that 

person, especially when working together as a team. The lack of availability of a priori 

knowledge for these behavioral characteristics causes uncertain dynamic situations. 

Therefore, having a means of evaluating these behaviors using a Multi-Dimensional Trust 

model that can reflect the recent changes in their behavior can offer significant benefit to 

team leaders and team members alike.   

Second, an individual in a large corporation can be regarded as a self-interested 

decision-maker who wants to earn a better performance evaluation, an incentive, or extra-

credit by working on various tasks. In a large corporation, these individuals often 

“dynamically” work together, through communication, to solve problems that none of the 

independent individuals can solve independently. A human entity can be highly proactive, 

but has bounded-rationality due to the cognitive limitation on attitudes that a human 

adopts when undertaking an endeavor. Likewise, a problem solver can also be software, 

an electronic or electromechanical entity that is similarly proactive in that it tries to 

maximize its performance based on its own metrics and design parameters, while also 

limited by its lack of reasoning capabilities [Bui, Yen, Hu et al. 2001]. An individual’s 

attitude certainly influences its behavior, and a human does not always have the optimal 

attitude for a given situation. This research introduces a quantitative notion of attitude 

that provides a human a useful model for understanding the effect of attitude on the 
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decision-making process, and provides rational recommendations optimizing a limited 

number of attitudes for the given situation.  

Third, in the researched scenario, teams are typically temporary and project-

centric. In addition, the project can be modeled as a problem comprised of multiple tasks. 

One assumption in this research is that problems are previously decomposed into tasks. It 

is reasonable to assume that once the problem is identified it is easy to define the types of 

skills needed to solve a particular problem. One can then define tasks in the problem 

corresponding to the skills needed to complete the problem. Likewise, one can match the 

skills needed to complete the problem to the types of individual (or problem solver) 

needed. Each task has an associated reward and a corresponding failure penalty. Projects 

also have multiple-requirements (quality requirement or deadline). Each project can have 

different deadline. Some can have a relaxed deadline, while others might have a tight 

deadline. Based on different circumstances, deadline can also shift with little or no notice.    

This research can provide a useful decision making mechanism enabling 

individuals in the large organization to build improved teams and solve various types of 

problems over the network. In this scenario, the research presented can enable self-

interested agents to effectively collaborate. By allowing individual agents to manage 

trade-offs between potential rewards, corresponding risks, and service promptness, those 

agents can accurately determine which problems to work, which agents to team with, and 

which position to take on the team. Even in the presence of unknown partners and 

unexpected changes in the environments, individual agents can solve more problems 

successfully.  

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, related 

background work is presented. Chapter 3 proposes an approach for the attitude-driven 

decision-making technique regarding multi-agent team formation, followed by a learning 
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mechanism that enables an agent to adapt to changing environments in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents experimental results for each research question. Chapter 6 summarizes 

and concludes the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 

RELATED WORK 

This dissertation involves research in connection with coalition formation in 

multi-agent systems. To address the motivation of the dissertation within the context of 

existing works, this chapter presents the related research that has been done in the multi-

agent community and other related research areas, such as social science and artificial 

intelligence.     

First, the common definition of coalitions in multi-agent systems and the 

processes to form coalitions is presented (Section 2.1). In the multi-agent community, an 

agent is defined as an intelligent entity with certain capabilities that is situated within and 

a part of some environment, perceives that environment, and proactively acts on it in 

pursuit of its own goals [Russell and Norvig 1995] [Wooldridge 2000]. Given this 

definition of an agent, a multi-agent system can be defined as a system that consists of 

multiple interacting agents which are carrying out their activities to fulfill their collective 

or individual goals [Lesser 1995] [Sycara 1998] [Wooldridge 2000]. In this context, a 

multi-agent system can represent a loosely-coupled network of problem solvers that work 

together as a team to accomplish tasks that they may otherwise be unable to solve as 

individuals, or that they may otherwise perform poorly when working alone [Weiss 

1999]. The importance of coalition formation can be seen from various problem domains 

[Wanyama 2007], including Smart Grid [Foster, Jennings and Kesselman 2005], Sensor 

Network [Low, Leow and Ang Jr 2004; Modi, Jung, Tambe et al. 2001] [Lesser, Ortiz 

and Tambe 2003], Web Service Composition [Muller and Kowalczyk 2006; Provoost and 

Bornier 2006], Disaster Rescue [Kitano 2000], and E-commerce [Faratin, Parkes, 

Rodriguez-Aguilar et al. 2004] [Guttman, Moukas and Maes 2001] [Klusch 2001]. These 
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potential domains have motivated a broad range of both theoretical and empirical studies 

for coalition formation in multi-agent systems.  Section 2.1, therefore, presents the 

related works to promote better understanding of the existing works, and discusses what 

distinguishes this dissertation from other existing works. 

Furthermore, open distributed computing applications are becoming increasingly 

commonplace with the emergence of the Internet as a computational platform. In such 

applications, agents represent different kinds of entities (e.g., human users, web services, 

or software pieces in mobile devices), each with its own objectives, dynamic availability, 

and different preferences. In most situations, since the agents are connected to each other, 

it is inevitable that they possess close interdependencies, including not only collaboration 

or cooperation, but also competition among agents for limited resources. In these types of 

scenarios, every participating agent must make individual decisions to determine better 

coalition formation strategies in complex environments. Existing approaches such as 

game theory, negotiation, or market mechanisms have their own limitations to fully cover 

all the complexities in the environment. This dissertation provides an alternative 

approach to cover the complexities in the environments based on the concept of attitudes. 

Section 2.2, therefore, presents the existing work related to the role of attitude in human 

decision-making in complex environments, and addresses the possibility for applying the 

concept of attitude in a software agent’s decision-making process. Finally, the agent must 

improve its ability to make better decisions when faced with different situations in 

dynamic environments. Accordingly, this dissertation focuses on finding an agent’s 

decision-making mechanism to build a beneficial coalition and learning capability to 

improve their performance in the changing environment. Therefore, the existing works 

regarding the decision making mechanism are presented in section 2.3, and learning 
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algorithm to improve an agent’s decisions in the distributed environments are presented 

in section 2.4.   

2.1 COALITION FORMATION 

Different software agent organizational paradigms exist and have become 

increasingly important, including hierarchies [Sycara and Pannu 1998], institutions 

[Sierra, Faratin and Jennings 1997], coalitions, markets [Sandholm 1996], and many 

others. This research focuses on coalitions. In this research, there exists the possibility 

that no central authority to manage different types of agents is present. Coalition 

formation is a basic form of interaction that allows the creation of coherent teams of 

distinct individuals in order to achieve individual or collective goals [Rahwan, 

Ramchurn, Dang et al. 2007]. Coalitions are different from other organizations in that 

they are formed to achieve a goal and dissolve when the goal no longer exists. Horling 

and Lesser [Horling and Lesser 2005] defined the characteristics of coalitions as follow: 
 

“Coalitions in general are goal-directed and short-lived; they are formed with a purpose 

in mind and dissolve when that purpose no longer exists, or when they cease to suit their 

desired purpose, or when the profitability is lost as agents depart.” 

When agents are cooperative, the system designer needs only to consider how 

he/she maximizes the coalition’s goal achievement without creating conflicts between or 

abnormal behaviors among participating agents. However, when agents are self-

interested, they have their own goals and preferences. In this case, the designer of the 

system must incentivize these self-interested agents in order to make them act in a 

cooperative manner. What’s more, if it is difficult to have a centralized mechanism, such 

as an enforcement mechanism, to deal with these self-interested agents, each agent 

requires a mechanism to guide its interactions (e.g., collaboration or competition) with 
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other agents while pursuing its own goals. Accordingly, there could be many different 

mechanisms, centralized or decentralized, for forming coalitions depending on the types 

of agents or types of environments involved. In the next sub-chapters, some of the basic 

coalition formation processes and different mechanisms for managing coalition formation 

are introduced. This dissertation also discusses the differences between the existing 

works and the approach presented here. 

2.1.1 Coalition Formation Process 

The main objective of the coalition formation process is partitioning the agents 

into groups, which in turn maximizes the utility of the group or the individual agents. In 

this sense, coalition formation processes includes three main components: 1) coalition 

structure generation, 2) coalition optimization, and 3) payoff division [Sandholm and 

Lesser 1997].  

The first process in the generation of coalition structures is formation of coalitions 

by the agents where the agents within each coalition coordinate their own activities 

[Banerjee and Sen 2000] [Sen and Dutta 2000] [Dang and Jennings 2004] [Klusch and 

Gerber 2002]. This can be considered the partitioning of a given set of agents into disjoint 

coalitions. Different subsets of agents, which are potential coalitions, have different 

values because of the cost or capabilities associated with each subset. The goal of 

partitioning is to create a coalition structure of agents that maximizes this value. The 

value of each potential coalition can be calculated, which provides an indication of the 

expected outcome that could be derived if that coalition was formed.  

The second process in the generation of coalition structure is resolving 

optimization problems within each coalition [Myerson 1991] [Sandholm and Lesser 

1997] [Shehory and Kraus 1999] [Rahwan, Ramchurn et al. 2007] [Su, Hu and Shi 2007]. 
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This means finding a coalition to maximize given utility and optimally distributing tasks 

among the member agents of a coalition.  

The third process involves payoff division [Klusch and Gerber 2002] [Li and 

Sycara 2002] [Shehory and Kraus 1995] [Klusch and Gerber 2002; Sycara 2002; Sheory 

and Kraus 1995]. It deals with how to divide the gain of a coalition to its member agents. 

The stability of the coalition depends on whether or not each member agent agrees with 

the proposed payoff division.  

These processes are highly related to the core tasks that agents need to perform in 

order to form coalitions. Coalition structure generation involves finding appropriate 

agents from the population set of potential agents, and finding a way to allocate tasks or 

roles among these agents [Dang and Jennings 2004] [Modi, Jung et al. 2001] [Rahwan, 

Ramchurn et al. 2007] [Yokoo, Conitzer, Sandholm et al. 2005] [Yokoo, Durfee, Ishida 

et al. 1998]. Coalition optimization is closely related to finding the best coalition and the 

optimal solution for the role or task assignment within a team [Dash, Vytelingum, Rogers 

et al. 2007] [Gaston 2005] [Nair and Tambe 2005]. Payoff division is important because 

it provides an incentive mechanism to motivate agents to join the coalitions while 

maintaining stability in the existing coalition. 

During the coalition formation processes, searching through the space of potential 

partitions for optimal coalition value is a complex and computationally expensive task. 

To address this computational burden, Sen and Dutta [Sen and Dutta 2000] have 

implemented an order-based genetic algorithm that can quickly determine an optimal 

coalition structure for a given problem. It is called the “anytime algorithm.” In use, it can 

be interrupted at any point, and it will provide the best solution it has discovered to that 

point. Rahwan and Ramchurn [Rahwan, Ramchurn et al. 2007] also proposed the 

bounded and anytime search algorithm to find the best coalition partition. Different from 
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Sen and Dutta’s algorithm, this algorithm can set desirable optimality of results. Tosic 

and Agha [Tosic and Agha 2005] propose a graph-based algorithm for partitioning a 

given set of agents into coalitions. They use the maximal clique-based distributed 

algorithm. Groups are defined as complete sub-graphs, cliques, based on the 

communication links between agents. This algorithm works when each agent can 

communicate directly with only a small number of other agents. These approaches are 

good at reducing the complexity to find the best coalition among many; however, most of 

these approaches assume cooperative environments where agents are willing to help each 

other form coalitions, and are only concerned with the coalition’s utility. Moreover, these 

approaches do not consider any changes during or after the coalition formation process.  

These limitations are critical when agents are self-interested (a non-cooperative 

environment) and conditions change over time (a dynamic environment). The next sub-

sections describe methods for building coalitions in these types of environments. 

2.1.1.1 Game Theory 

Coalitions among self-interested agents have been studied in game theory [Kahan 

and Rapoport 1984]. Game theory has been used to develop automated interaction 

mechanisms for self-interested agents in multi-agent systems [Sandholm and Lesser 

1997] [Parkes and Ungar 2000]. The focus of game theory is to analyze whether a given 

solution is stable in terms of the willingness of self-interested agents to behave 

cooperatively to form a team. In other words, game theory is more concerned with 

analyzing the outcomes of interactions and the strategies of the agents rather than 

providing useful tools that the agent can use when actually forming coalitions with other 

agents in timely manner. Moreover, game theoretic approaches typically assume that the 

agents have the complete information to be perfectly rational regardless of any 
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computational cost of rational reasoning [Osbome and Rubinstein 1994] [Tohme and 

Sandholm 1999]. These assumptions make it infeasible for an environment in which 

agents do not have perfect information about other agents and do not have sufficient time 

or computational resources to arrive at the perfectly rational decisions. 

2.1.1.2 Negotiation 

Negotiation is a decentralized decision-making process of finding efficient 

agreements between two or more partners in the presence of limited common knowledge 

and conflicting preferences. It is the key mechanism for distributing tasks, sharing 

resources, composing services and forming coalitions in multi-agent environments 

[Kraus, Shehory and Taase 2004]. Negotiation has been used for designing decentralized 

mechanisms for distributed task and resource allocation problems [Kraus 2001] 

[Jennings, Faratin, Lomuscio et al. 2001]. A negotiation is initiated when agents need to 

make agreements on how to allocate a shared resource, how to distribute roles among 

agents, how to exchange resources, and more. A negotiation is also used when agents 

make agreements about whether or not to form a coalition with other agents 

[Karunatillake, Jennings, Rahwan et al. 2006]. During the negotiation, agents need to 

exchange necessary information with others to identify opponent preference, and 

incorporate the preference in negotiation process in order to produce better outcome. 

However, agents often either have bounded rationality for acquiring all of the information 

needed for negotiation, or are self-interested and therefore have difficulty exchanging 

information with others. Coehoorn and Jennings [Coehoorn and Jennings 2004] showed 

that agents learn the negotiation preferences of opponents with respect to the provision of 

a particular service using a statistical method called kernel density estimation (KDE). 

Faratin et. al. [Faratin, Sierra and Jennings 2002] also proposed a method using similarity 
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criterion to estimate opponents’ preferences in automated negotiation. Other research 

work investigates the use of negotiation as a solution to overcome incomplete 

information about potential partners [Jonker, Robu and Amsterdam 2004] [Buttner 2006]. 

However, even though negotiation deals with uncertainties in the environment, most 

previous studies focus on bilateral negotiation between two agents. As for how to achieve 

an agreement among multiple agents, little work has been done because of the 

computational complexity in negotiation process. 

2.1.1.3 Trust Modeling 

Trust modeling enables agents to build their belief about other agents when they 

are interacting with other agents in the system. Research investigating belief revision to 

calculate trustworthiness of information sources has been pursued to build trust models 

accurately and efficiently by using available information either from direct interaction or 

from indirect information such as reputation [Shafer and Shenoy 1990] [Barber and Kim 

2003] [Fullam and Barber 2006]. Especially, quality in the information sources has been 

a common measure of the trustworthiness. Therefore, trustworthiness of potential 

partners has been modeled using quality of resources as a single measurement [Fullam 

and Barber 2005]. However, trust involves more than just the quality of resources or 

information delivered. Fullam [Fullam 2003] stated that trust might be based on 

availability, promptness, or external factors all of which affects the agent’s ability to 

accomplish an agreed upon task. Muller [Muller, Vercouter and Boissier 2003] and 

Maximilien and Singh [Maximilien and Singh 2005] have acknowledged the need for 

multi-dimensionality in trust. Agents whose goals have multiple types of constraints must 

consider factors other than quality alone, including availability [Barber, Fullam and Kim 

2003] and timeliness [Fullam and Barber 2005]. In addition, Griffiths shows that 
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modeling the trustworthiness of others according to multiple dimensions can significantly 

benefit partner selection [Griffiths 2005]. Gujral et al. [Gujral, DeAngelis et al. 2006] 

also proposed multi-dimensional trust including quality, timeliness, and costs. In this 

approach, an agent selects a cooperative partner based on the multi-dimensional trust 

model. They model agent availability as a factor of uncertainty. Modeling availability 

allows agents to create a more robust decision process where an agent can select an 

appropriate alternative to the conflicting partner in a multi-agent system. Trust dimension 

models are valued according to the domain-dependent goal requirements. It is shown that, 

if a reward relies on multiple factors in each member, modeling all of those factors will 

improve an agent’s chances of higher reward more than modeling just one of them. 

However, multiple factors might have different priorities when estimating the importance 

of each factor regarding the reward. In other words, if some factor has more influence on 

an agent’s potential reward, then that factor should be prioritized when evaluating 

potential partners. Accordingly, the research in this dissertation not only incorporates the 

concept of multi-dimensionality when evaluating potential agent in order to select 

appropriate teammates, but also demonstrates a method for valuing each factor differently 

based on the current environmental situation. In this way, agents maximize their rewards 

by selecting appropriate teammates given the situation. In other words, the meaning of 

“beneficial” teammate is not defined a priori in the research in this dissertation. Agents 

learn to recognize the most “beneficial” agents given the situation by valuing each 

dimension in the trust model differently based on feedback from the environment. 

The characteristics of the research scenario for this dissertation include:  

1) Open and competitive environment: There is no control over agent behavior. 

Agents can possess very different behaviors as well as capabilities, and these 

behaviors are unknown to each other a priori. In addition, it is difficult to 
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assume that agents are always cooperative. Agents might need to compete 

with each other to achieve its goal (earning more rewards). 

2) Dynamic environment: Environmental conditions such as agent population, 

problem requirements, time constraints, and types of agents can change over 

time.  

3) Interdependency of agents’ decisions to form coalitions: Agents are required 

to make multiple decisions during the coalition formation process. Moreover, 

these decisions are interdependent such that agents should consider the 

possible effect of one decision on other decisions.  

4) Bounded rationality: Agents have limited computational resources or time to 

produce the optimal solution for the given problem.  

The existing research described in the above sections cover only part of the 

problem imposed by the research scenario. For example, some of the research addresses 

uncertainties in the environment, but not dynamic changes [Jonker, Robu et al. 2004] 

[Buttner 2006]. Other research deals with uncertainty with respect to changing 

conditions, but assumes a cooperative environment [Rahwan, Ramchurn et al. 2007]. 

Most importantly, most of the research considers the multiple decisions required to form 

a coalition to be a separate process. In this dissertation, we address these four 

characteristics of the research scenario by implementing a theoretical decision method 

incorporating the concept of attitude learning capability. 

2.2 ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS 

In social and behavioral psychology, one of the important functions of mental 

states such as attitudes and emotions is to manage individual’s cognitive resources to deal 

with uncertainties of complex dynamic domains [Gmytrasiewicz 2002] [Goyal 2005]. 
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When humans make decisions in complex environments, they typically suffer from 

cognitive limitations when dealing with computational demands imposed by such 

environments. Given this cognitive limitation, humans are equipped with simplified ways 

of arriving at the right decisions or finding appropriate action, especially when using 

emotions and attitudes [Johnson-laird and Oatley 1989]. Attitudes are formed throughout 

the interaction with the surrounding environment. This attitude formation guides a 

human’s overall behavioral tendencies in certain directions, wherein an acceptable 

performance levels can be achieved, even in the presence of incomplete information.  

This dissertation investigates a way of using attitudes in the agent team formation 

domain so as to allow an agent to adapt to changes in the environment and to identify 

better choices to improve an agent’s payoff. In this dissertation, attitudes are controlling 

parameters of an agent’s decision making process, predisposing the agent to make its 

decision in a specific and reasonable way. For example, when an agent interacts with 

other agents, its attitudes are formed throughout the continuous evaluation on the 

previous experience. Such attitudes, therefore, reflect either favorably or unfavorably on 

which agents can be productive in accomplishing goals within a given context. 

This chapter introduces social sciences theories on attitudes. The first section 

describes how attitudes influence human decisions or behaviors. The following section 

describes how the notion of attitudes has been used in multi-agent research, and compares 

existing works to the proposed method. 

2.2.1 Attitudes and Behaviors in Social Science 

Although attitude has been defined in a variety ways in social science, there is 

general agreement that attitude represents a summary evaluation of a psychological 

object (e.g., oneself, other people, issue, plan, behavior) [Ajzen and Fishbein 2005] 
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[Eagly and Chaiken 1993] [Petty, Wegener and Fabrigar 1997] [Tesser and shaffer 1990]. 

Since attitudes are formed by the evaluation of an object (e.g., good-bad, harmful-

beneficial, pleasant-unpleasant, and likable-dislikable), attitudes also define the reactive 

tendency of the individual in relation to the object [Crano and Prislin 2006]. In this sense, 

once attitudes are formed in relation to certain types of objects, it is possible to predict an 

individual’s reaction based on the attitudes it has about the object. Therefore, attitudes 

can be defined as good predictors of an individual’s behavior [Tesser and shaffer 1990].    

The ability of attitudes to predict behavioral intentions continues to be a major 

focus of theory and research. According to the theory of both planned behavior and 

reasoned action [Ajzen 1991], people act in accordance with their intentions and 

perceptions of control over the behavior, while intentions in turn are influenced by 

attitudes toward the behavior [Ajzen 2001]. Behavior follows from intentions and 

perceived control over behavior. Intentions are derived from considerations of attitudes 

[Ajzen and Fishbein 2005]. In this way, attitudes are a consequence as well as a cause of 

behavior [Crano and Prislin 2006].   

As shown above, since attitudes influence both intentions and the behavior of an 

individual, attitudes can be used as a set of parameters to dictate an individual’s behavior 

tendency in given environments.   

In addition, since attitudes possess a strong notion of evaluation, attitudes can be 

sensitive to the feedback from the environment. In other words, attitudes facilitate an 

ability to adapt to the environment throughout the feedback the agent gets from the 

environment [Eagly and Chaiken 1998]. In addition, it has been shown that individuals 

differ in how they evaluate the same object, depending upon perspective. It means that 

each individual can perceive different feedback from the same object and change its 

attitudes in different ways based on their individual context.   
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Changing an attitude involves gathering and processing new information from an 

individual’s perspective, re-evaluating past behavior, and breaking current cognitive 

habits. In this sense, an individual only needs a “local view” rather than a “global or 

systematic view” of the entire environment in order to change attitudes.  In addition, 

when an individual operates in an open and dynamic environment, acquiring sufficient 

information for making optimal decisions can be difficult.  Attitudes can provide good 

decision-making support in such an environment, which can in turn guide behavior in the 

absence of perfect information. Furthermore, since attitudes can be learned based solely 

on the feedback an individual receives from the environment, attitudes can help an 

individual adapt to a dynamic environment. 

2.2.2 Attitudes and Behaviors in Multi-agent System 

The mental states of humans have received considerable attention from the 

artificial intelligent (AI) community. Since one of the goals of AI is to model the human 

mind and human behaviors, the interest in mental states (personality, attitudes, belief, 

desires, emotions) is inevitable. This is especially true in multi-agent systems wherein 

participating agents are designed by different people, and the notion of mental states 

(e.g., beliefs, desire, intention, personality, attitude, and emotion) has been used to 

achieve coherent interaction between these various agents [Shoham and Cousins 1994]. 

Among these various mental states, this dissertation focuses on the mental attitude and 

how attitude influences agent decisions in multi-agent team formation domain.    

In the agent community, Castelfranchi et al. [Castelfranchi, Rosis, Falcone et al. 

1998] states that exploring different behavioral, reactive, and planning strategies in multi-

agent system can be seen as exploring adaptability, efficiency, and coexistence of 

different "personalities" in agent models. Castelfranchi defines the personality as a 
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combination of traits and attitudes, and uses the notion of the personality to manage 

cooperation strategies between agents [Castelfranchi, Rosis et al. 1998]. Attitude in this 

research, therefore, is defined as a conditional personality on a given circumstance. Since 

agents are partially uncontrollable in many open environments and have different 

knowledge and resources, defining “optimal” attitudes that agents should possess in order 

to build successful cooperation strategy is almost impossible [Castelfranchi and Falcone 

1997]. Therefore, attitudes that promote cooperation among agents can change in a given 

context for a given population of interactive agents, and with a given allocation of time 

and resources.  In other words, attitude in this research defines the conditional nature of 

an agent’s personality to represent reactive behavior patterns, while a trait defines the 

stable nature of an agent’s personality to represent stable behavior patterns 

[Castelfranchi, Rosis et al. 1998] [Talman, Hadad, Gal et al. 2005]. Castelfranchi defined 

five types of helping attitudes (hyper-cooperative, benevolent, supplier, selfish, non-

helper) and four delegation attitudes (lazy, hanger-on, delegating-if-needed, never-

delegating), and built a fuzzy rule-based system that identifies an agent’s helping or 

delegating type in order to reason about what to delegate and whom to help in a given 

specific circumstance [Falcone and Castelfranchi 2000].  

Goiyal [Goyal 2005] proposes a teamwork model based on the concept of 

attitude. The paper defines collective attitudes for the team, and those collective attitudes 

are further decomposed into the individual attitudes of agents covering necessary team 

attributes. Each attitude has its corresponding behaviors. For example, urgently(put-

out(fire) denote the agent’s attitude towards the behavior put-out(fire), meaning that the 

agent urgently tries to put out the current fire. Team activity is decomposed into 

individual activities in hierarchical tree. Agents have their own attitude toward the team’s 

plan, assigned activity, and other teammates.  Agents change attitudes based on the 
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shared-beliefs with other agents. Even though most activities and plans are pre-defined in 

the domain, agents are able to change their attitudes toward these plans or activities so 

that they can either decide whether or not they want to perform a specific activity, or they 

can decide how they are going to perform assigned tasks. This research shows how the 

notion of attitudes can be applied to influence each agent’s activity to achieve tasks in a 

complex domain.  

Gmytrasiewicz [Gmytrasiewicz 2002] proposed that a fundamental understanding 

of the role and usefulness of the notions of mental attributes (e.g., emotions and 

personality) in designing rational artificial agents is important. He defined personality as 

consisting of the agent’s emotional attitudes and specification of transitions taking place 

among the states. His work is more about a fundamental understanding of the notion of 

personality and emotional attitudes in intelligent agents by relying upon a formal 

definition and state transition function incorporating the personality and emotional 

attitudes. However, a robust learning method is not used during interaction with other 

agents, and his model is overly simple for a real application.  

Previous research on agent attitudes mainly deals with how attitudes influence 

agent behaviors when agents interact with different kind of agents within different 

environments. In this research, one important aspect of attitude, causal-relationship 

between attitudes and behavior, is well covered. However, the most important aspect of 

attitude, continuous adaptation based on evaluation, has not been covered well in these 

previous endeavors.  

This dissertation investigates the use of attitude in team formation to adapt to 

changes in the environment and to identify better roles, problems, and teammates to 

improve the agent’s payoff, while reducing possibility of failure. This dissertation 

incorporates the notion of attitude into the theoretical decision model. The decision-
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making theory uses relevant utilities and corresponding probabilities to shape decision-

making processes. The notion of attitude has been applied to dictate an individual’s 

behavior pattern across different environments and contexts. In addition, the dissertation 

uses learning techniques to evaluate an agent’s previous performance and alter its 

attitudes so as to adapt to different environments based on the evaluation. 

2.3 DECISION MAKING 

In the process of building a team, agents need to make decisions about how to 

reach a solution acceptable for building a team. Agents need to decide whether or not to 

accept a particular choice. This section briefly reviews decision making mechanisms 

currently popular in Multi-Agent systems.  

Generally speaking, a set of indices is used to evaluate alternative solutions. In 

decision theory, the criteria to assist decision-making could be a scalar performance 

index, Bayes’s law of probability theory, or the Markovian notion of decisions [Tenney 

and Sandell 1981]. The most popular decision making model in MAS is utility 

evaluation, in which utility is used to evaluate solutions and the analysis of trade-offs 

between candidates is represented as weighted formulas used to select the one with the 

best overall performance index.  

2.3.1 Multi-attribute decision model 

Multiple attribute utility theory (MAUT) [Hill, Bedau, Chechile et al. 1982; 

Keeney and Raiffa 1976] is based on the fundamental axiom that a decision-maker 

attempts to maximize some utility function U = U(g1, g2, ...) which aggregates all the 

different viewpoints currently taken into account. Each parameter, gi, represents some 

estimated value for a specific attribute. Such aggregation into a single numerical measure 

allows classic optimization algorithms to be applied to multi-criterion problems. This 
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requires identification, evaluation and comparison of alternative solutions before the best 

solution is selected. Various decision models implement utilities in different ways, 

including Expected Utility and Prospect Theory [Byrnes 1998]. 

Expected utility (EU) relies on two parameters to support decision-making: 1) 

expectations—a belief about the likelihood of an outcome, and 2) values—a judgment 

about the desirability of that outcome. Expectations are implemented as probabilities 

while values are calculated according to functions provided for a specific domain. These 

expectations help decision makers select the best choice, which is the optimal 

combination of likelihood and desirability [Keeney and Raiffa 1976].  

Prospect theory [Kahneman and Tversky 1979] is designed to modify Expected 

Utility (EU) to account for the following human decision behaviors that EU cannot 

model: 1) the certainty effect—the tendency to prefer a sure thing over a risky outcome 

of equal expected value, 2) the reflection effect—the tendency for people to reverse their 

preferences when gains are replaced by loses, i.e. people prefers the riskier option (low 

probability of loses but may lose more) among equal expected value, 3) the isolation 

effect—the tendency to disregard common elements of option pairs and focus on 

elements that differentiate options. The overall value of an option is given by a function 

that combines a factor to represent the subjective worth of the outcome with a factor that 

weighs outcomes in terms of importance.  

The advantage and disadvantage of utility-based calculation lies in the large 

amounts of information required for calculation due to the theory's strong assumptions 

concerning: 1) the level of characterization of the domain (e.g. there exists a utility 

function, every attribute can be estimated numerically, and the utility values of each 

attribute can be compared) and 2) the extra information demanded from the decision-

maker (e.g. preference intensities/weight factor for each attribute).  
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2.3.2 Ranking relations  

Ranking relations differs from Multiple Attribute Utility Theory by the amount of 

information provided by the analysis result [Roy 1976]. Using ranking relations can 

reduce the amount of information needed to make a decision.  For a binary relation 

between two alternatives a and b, if there are enough arguments to conclude that a is 

better than b, and there are no reasons to refute that statement, there is no need to analyze 

b to any greater detail. Such relations represent the decision-maker's established 

preferences and are not necessarily complete or transitive. Heuristic rules are easy to 

implement using this approach and virtual attributes like priorities and certainty factors 

can be used to build ranking relations and can be assigned either statically or dynamically 

[Liu, Chuter and Barber 1997].  

Decision makers must be able to compare the relative worth of multiple 

alternatives. Preference modeling provides a formal representation of the relative values. 

In general, preferences are modeled as a set of binary relations that describe three cases 

between two options, a and b: 1) a is preferred over b, 2) a and b are indistinguishable, 

and 3) a and b are incomparable. 

Priority convention is a common implementation of this approach. Virtual 

attributes like priorities and certainty factors provide the basis for reasoning and decision 

making. Such values can be static and pre-designed or dynamically adaptable to the 

changing environments. In the experiments of DVMT, a table of priorities for different 

goals is predetermined and manually set for agents in the system [Durfee and Lesser 

1987]. When an agent chooses between two conflict alternatives, it will follow the 

ranking of priorities in this table to find a solution. 

Priority can be dynamically adjusted. Some researchers have developed a 

dynamic priority assignment that provides more flexibility to make decisions in multi-
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robot systems [Azarm and Schmidt 1995]. This dynamic priority convention is extended 

in [Liu, Chuter et al. 1997], allowing robots to locally increase or decrease their priorities. 

A central task planner assigns the initial priority during the task planning phase with the 

consideration of the system overall performance. During task execution phase, robots are 

allowed to modify their priorities according to situations encountered. 

In [Ruby and Kibler 1990], agent goals are represented as a set of constraints. 

According to whether goals can be compromised or not, constraints are classified as hard 

constraints and soft constraints. Hard constraints are those constraints that must be 

achieved; soft constraints are those that can be compromised under certain conditions (eg. 

optimizations). To make decisions, these agents negotiate to modify current solutions or 

relax constraints until they reach a compromised solution. Following this method, a joint 

solution is generated by reconfiguring iteratively. According to their test results on a 

variety of negotiation problems, this approach can obtain good quality compromised 

solutions. Compared with professional negotiators, the performance of this system is 

even better than humans can achieve. Their advantage over utility-based approaches is 

that agents follow simple rules to make decisions instead of complicated analysis and 

evaluation. Different decision-making styles can be implemented for making the teaming 

decisions.  

2.4 LEARNING IN MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM 

Learning is a process in which one uses experience and percepts to improve one’s 

ability to act in the future [Mitchell 1997]. Multi-agent learning addresses the learning 

process of agents in which the interaction with other agents is required [Stone and Veloso 

2000] [Excelente-Toledo and Jennings 2002] [Pugh and Martinoli 2006].  
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The research in this dissertation investigates the effectiveness of agents learning 

the “right” set of attitudes to make better decisions regarding role, problem, and 

teammate selection, given different situations. This section presents related research in 

reinforcement learning techniques, and states the differences of our approach from these 

approaches. 

2.4.1 Reinforcement Learning 

This research proposes techniques by which agents can alter their own attitudes to 

make better decisions in open and dynamic environments using reinforcement learning. 

Reinforcement Learning has become the standard framework for studying how agents 

learn and plan in uncertain and dynamic environments. Reinforcement Learning is the 

problem faced by an agent that must learn behavior through trial-and-error interactions 

with a dynamic environment [Kaelbling, Littman and Moore 1996]. Unlike supervised 

learning where there exists a supervisor having knowledge of the environment to teach 

agents, reinforcement learning tries to obtain the correct knowledge of the environment 

by continuously interacting with it. The agents take actions in the unknown environment 

and receive reward signals from the environment corresponding to these action 

selections. Because these reward signals work as feedback information about the 

environment, agents can reach perfect information about the uncertain environment and 

find the optimal strategy to select beneficial actions given the state of the environment.  

Among the various reinforcement learning techniques, Q-learning [Watkins and 

Dayan 1992] [Sutton and Barto 1998] has been successfully applied to various decision 

making processes [Littman and Stone 2001] [Agogino and Tumer 2005]. Q-learning is a 

powerful tool for learning the best actions to take for complex problems, because it can 

learn associations between actions and resulting rewards without requiring a model of the 
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environment. Q-learning learns a relationship between action-value pairs, describing the 

expected utility of taking a given action (at a given state) and assuming a fixed policy 

thereafter. A q-table is constructed, maintaining an entry for each possible action and a 

corresponding “Q-value,” or expected discounted sum of all future rewards (denoted 

Q(s,a)) for selecting action a from state s (then moving to state s’).  Upon selecting an 

action a, for which it receives an immediate reward r, the agent updates its q-value for 

action a according to the following equation: 
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In this equation, the learning rate is represented by a, and the discount factor is 

represented by y, which is a value between zero (inclusive) and one (exclusive). The 

agent then selects its next action in favor of the highest q-values. Action selection 

according to the Boltzmann distribution permits an agent to both exploit high q-values 

while occasionally exploring other action possibilities. According to the Boltzmann 

equation, the probability of selecting an action ia  is given by the equation 
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where t determines the degree of exploration. 

In an open environment, in which agents can enter or leave the system or change 

their behaviors over time, an agent cannot assume it knows the behaviors of other agents 

in the system. In addition, the environmental conditions (e.g., agent population, problem 

requirements, and time constraints) may vary over time. The agent, therefore, must 

develop techniques for learning in order to make the best decisions in response to the 

behavior of both other agents and condition changes in the environment. Oliveira 
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[Oliveira, Fonseca and Jennings 1999] used the Q-learning algorithm to cause agents to 

adapt their behavior in dynamic market conditions (e.g., change in the price, change in 

the other agents’ behavior). The Reinforcement Learning algorithm has also been applied 

to the small number of agents in the robot soccer domain [Stone and Sutton 2001]. 

Furthermore, Sen et al [Clark, Eisen, Smith et al. 2007] recognized that simple, single-

agent reinforcement learning can be used in a large population of agents interacting with 

a different set of agents. They also demonstrated that this simple reinforcement learning 

technique produces robust results for the task of finding beneficial partnerships.  

The research seeks to apply Q-learning techniques to help agents learn a more 

comprehensive set of agent attitudes in order to select better roles, problems, and 

teammates despite incomplete information about the environments as well as changing 

environments.   
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CHAPTER 3 
 

ATTITUDE-DRIVEN DECISION MAKING 

 
“If you do not seek out allies and helpers, then you will be isolated and weak” 

- Sun Tzu, The Art of War” 

Multi-agent systems have become a highly active research area for distributed 

problem solving applications because of their ability to overcome the limitations inherent 

to individuals engaged in solving complex problems. Furthermore, increasing the number 

of software agents acting as problem solvers on a network suggests a potential 

marketplace, wherein large groups of self-interested agents can interact to solve problems 

over various domains by taking different roles and forming temporary teams [Oliveira, 

Fonseca et al. 1999]. In this scenario, agents often operate in a complex environment 

characterized by changing requirements [Ye, Yi and Kumaran 2002] and limited 

information on other agents’ problem solving behaviors. 

The research in this dissertation examines a team formation mechanism for 

distributed agents. The motivation behind this teaming mechanism is to allow the agents 

to form teams in order to achieve individual payoffs much more efficiently, improve 

problem solving results, and minimize problem solving failures. Specially, the proposed 

approach subdivides the team formation problem into three fundamental processes:  

1. Role determination between two roles (team leader and team member), 

2. Problem selection, and 

3. Teammate selection. 

Since these three processes are critical in improving an agent’s teaming 

performance, it is essential for agents to have a good decision making model for each of 
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these fundamental teaming processes. In this research, a multiple-attributes utility model 

is proposed for evaluating and comparing alternatives to support agent decision making 

in the presence of uncertainties in the environment (e.g., unknown problem solving 

behaviors of other agents or changing problem requirements). Using this approach, agent 

attitudes are describable as a set of parameters that guide an agent’s decision-making 

processes by indentifying more valuable decision attributes under variable conditions, 

especially with respect to role, problem, and teammate selection.  

The following sections first introduce both the core characteristics of the problem 

that this research addresses, and the definitions and assumptions used throughout the 

description of the research. Next, the argument in favor of the use of attitudes in agent 

decision-making processes is presented, as is the evidence indicating how agent attitudes 

improve an agent’s performance in open and dynamic environments. Lastly, the decision 

making model to form a team is provided. Note that the model will be discussed within 

the context of three teaming decisions: 1) role determination, 2) problem selection, and 3) 

teammate selection 

3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

In this dissertation, the Multi Agent System (MAS) environment is set up to 

demonstrate and analyze problem solving and team forming mechanisms.  

The problem-solving environment consists of a set of agents and the problems to 

be solved. Each problem has a certain number of associated tasks. Due to the limited 

capabilities of each agent, agents must form a team to solve any given problem. In 

addition, each agent has a limited number of capabilities. 

Recent development on tagging systems, semantic web technologies, and web 

ontology models make it much easier for individuals to share basic information over a 
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network. Accordingly, given basic information such as an individual’s capability or the 

nature of the problem to be solved (associated tasks for a specific problem), these 

technologies can be successfully applied to problem-solving. Therefore, this research 

assumes that each individual agent in the environment can access problems and 

associated tasks. Moreover, the research assumes that each agent knows the capabilities 

of other agents. More specifically, the problem and associated tasks, as well as the 

capabilities of agents, are public information that can be accessed by any individual 

agent. However, since different agents are typically designed by different developers, 

agents might be endowed with different problem-solving behaviors and the quality of the 

solution they provide might vary widely. Some agents may produce good solutions, while 

some other agents may not. Even though agents know the capabilities of other agents, 

careful consideration of these additional behaviors is critical to improving an individual 

agent’s problem-solving performance within a team, especially when these behaviors are 

measured against a problem’s requirements.   

The problems that agents encounter and consider continuously enter the 

environment. The research scenario assumes that agents solve problems over various 

domains over a network. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there are sufficient 

target problem opportunities available to agents at any given time.  

Each agent must form a team in order to complete all of the tasks in the problem 

within the given time constraints. The payoff is distributed to the agents who worked on 

each task only upon completion of all tasks. Otherwise, it is assumed that that only the 

leader of the team pays a penalty. The penalty was introduced to deter failure. The 

mechanism by which it works requires the roles of leader and member. Agents can 

choose to be either a leader or a member of the team. Since a leader agent has the 

advantage of being able to choose the problem in favor of his own interest, if the team 
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fails, the leader should take responsibility for the failure of the team and pay the penalty 

for his team.   

The next section describes the definitions and assumptions in the proposed 

environment. 

3.1.1 Environments: Definitions and Assumptions 

In this subsection, some important definitions are given in order to clarify the 

team forming mechanism proposed in this proposal.  

Definition 1: An environment is defined as E = {P, A}, where P is a set of problems (p), 

and A is a set of agents (a) populating an environment.  

, , … ,    

, , … ,  

The number of problems and agents in the environment E changes over time. 

 

 

Figure 3. Problems with Tasks and Agents with Capabilities 
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There are a set of general tasks , , … ,  in the environment E. An 

individual problem is composed of a set of specific task instances of T, each of which 

must be completed to solve the problem. Each different type of tasks requires a specific 

agent capability to be completed. Accordingly, each agent possesses a set of limited 

capability instances drawn from the set of general capabilities , , … ,  in the 

environment E, each of which can be used to work on a corresponding type of task. Since 

a single agent does not possess required problem-solving capability to resolve all tasks in 

the problem, agents must form a team with other agents in order to complete the problem. 

For instance, Figure 3 shows that both agents possess the same instance of type 1 

capability  which can be used to work on type 1 task  in both problem 

1 and problem 2. In addition, as shown in Figure 3, both agents need to work together to 

complete the entire tasks in the problem 3. As shown in Figure 4, there could be more 

than one team among agents to work on the same problem, each of which might produce 

different result. Therefore, an agent needs to carefully select role, problem, and its 

potential teammate to build the team to have a better chance to solve the problem and 

earn rewards.  

We will now look at more detail on the definitions of problem and agents in the 

environment.  

Definition 2: A problem  is formally defined as 3-tuple , , , where  is a 

set of tasks;  is a set of problem requirements which affect the payoff value or 

penalty value a team of agents can receive;  is penalty value a team pays when the 

team fails to complete the entire set of tasks. A problem is removed from the environment 

either when a team of agents successfully completes the entire set of tasks in the problem, 

or when a team of agents fails to complete the problem (set of tasks) within a time 

constraints. 
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Figure 4. Potential teams 

Task: A set of tasks  consists of l number of tasks .  

|  

is an instance of general task  that can be completed by an agent with 

the associated capability. Each task also has an associated payoff value  that 

varies among the instances of the tasks.  is calculated based on length and 

difficulty of the task.  
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  is a fixed value for all the instances of same general task , and 

 has a different value per each instances of general task . Two different 

instances of the same general task can have different payoff values since they have 

different difficulties. The payoff is distributed to the agents who worked on the each task 

instance when all task instances in a job are successfully completed within the given time 

constraints. In addition, the number of tasks in a problem defines the size of the problem, 

which can be different for each problem. 

Problem requirements: A  is defined as 2-tuple ,   . 

 is the time constraint to complete the entire tasks in the problem.   is the 

minimum quality of solution a team should provide for a problem.  

Penalty: A problem has an associated penalty value, . If a team fails to 

complete a set of tasks in the problem before the problem expires, the leader of the team 

must pay a non-completion penalty. Each problem has a different penalty value. 

 

Definition 3: A set of agents A consists of N number of agents, ( )1,..Ni a i = . An agent 

 is formally defined as a 4-tuple , , , . where  is an associated set 

of capabilities;  is a set of problem solving behavior parameters;  is a set of 

attitudes;  is the role of an agent at the given time.  

Capability: A set of capabilities has m number of capabilities, where m can be a 

different value per agent.    

|    0 | |  

An agent can participate in any instances of the task that requires that capability. 

Only a set of agents with the required capabilities can perform the tasks associated with 

each problem. In this dissertation, each agent has a different set of capabilities.  
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Behavior parameter:  represents an agent’s problem solving behaviors when 

a task is given to each agent. It has two elements, , .  

represents the reliability of an agent that shows how often an agent completes the 

assigned tasks, and  represents the quality of the solution that shows how good 

an agent’s solution for a given task is. Both  and   have numerical 

values between 0 and 1.  

Attitudes:  represents an agent’s set of attitudes that influence an agent’s 

teaming decisions.  has four attitudes: attitude toward proactive behavior 

, , attitude toward reward , , attitude toward risk , , and attitude 

toward urgency , .  

, , , , , , ,     

   ,  is the attitude of agent  toward proactive behavior. 

   ,  is the attitude of agent a  toward reward. 

   ,  is the attitude of agent  toward risk. 

   ,  is the attitude of agent  toward urgency. 

Attitude toward proactive behavior, reward, and risk ( , , , ,  and 

, ) are each real numbers in [0, 1]. Attitude toward urgency ( , ) has three 

values: normal (0.0), urgent (0.5), and very urgent (1.0). 

Role:  represents an agent’s role at a given time. Agents have three possible 

states: leader, member, and idle.  

The proposed environment model captures the various dynamics of the domain 

that this research is interested in, such as time constraints, different numbers of tasks 

associated with a problem, different payoff values associated with a task, different 

penalty values associated with a problem, and different types of agents in the 

environments. These variables in the environment model give agents various decision-
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making points: Is it better to proactively search for problems or passively wait for 

problems to be offered? Should an agent to be risk-averse or risk-seeking? What are the 

risks to consider when working as a team? These questions are addressed in the following 

sections. Given the environmental model, an attitude-driven decision theoretic model to 

control an agent’s problem selection mechanism is described in the next section.  

3.2 RQ 1: DECISION MAKING MECHANISM  

Research Question 1 asks, “How do agents make decisions for building a team to 

solve problems in the presence of uncertainties in an open environment?”  

In order to address the research question 1, this dissertation first discusses how an 

agent determines various constraints or requirements in an open environment, and how an 

agent tries to determine how these constraints or requirements affect an agent’s 

performance in the team formation domain. In addition, we discuss how an agent builds 

its attitude model through interactions with environments, agents, and problems, and how 

that agent uses the attitude model in order to make teaming decisions (role, problem, and 

teammate selection).  

Problems that agents encounter might have requirements such as necessary 

capabilities or resources, time constraints, and quality constraints that need to be 

satisfied. Accordingly, when working as a team, teammates may possess different 

behavioral constraints governing how they complete given tasks, thus affecting a team’s 

overall problem solving performance. These additional behavioral constraints are often 

unknown a priori. Therefore, it is critical for an agent to estimate the potential risks of 

selecting a problem and to avoid failure to meet the problem requirements as a team. In 

other words, choosing the “right” type of problem to maximize expected payoff in the 

context of potential risk due to the uncertain partner behaviors (e.g., rejection from 
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uncooperative agents or problem failure due to an unreliable team member) is essential to 

improve an agent’s outcome. In addition, other agents’ behavioral constraints, especially 

when they are measured against a problem’s requirements, should be another important 

factor to consider when an agent is selecting teammates to work with. For example, in a 

situation where a problem demands prompt service, a highly available agent that provides 

prompt service might be a better teammate than an agent that provides excellent quality 

[Gujral, DeAngelis et al. 2006] [Ahn, DeAngelis and Barber 2007]. 

As described above, problem requirements and agents’ behavioral constraints are 

important parameters to improve an agent’s teaming performance in problem solving 

domain. In the following sub-sections, the research first discusses how problem 

requirements affect agents’ rewards value. Then the research shows how to define agents’ 

behavioral constraints in the context of given problem requirements, and introduces a 

multi-dimensional model to capture these behavioral constraints.   

3.2.1 Problem requirements and Rewards value 

As described in the definitions, when a team of agents completes all the tasks in a 

problem within the given time constraints, the payoff is distributed to the agents who 

worked on each task. Factors determining the payoff received for completing a problem 

are called goal requirements. The amount of payoff depends on the quality of a team’s 

final solution. When a team fails to complete all the tasks, a penalty is given to the team 

leader. In this sense, a problem  has multiple goal requirements that affect the amount 

of payoff or penalty a team can receive. As described in the previous section, the problem 

requirement of problem k ( ) is defined as a 2-tuple:  and   . 

When an agent  works on task  in a problem  as a part of team with n 

number of agents, the actual payoff an agent  gets is defined as follows:  
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If  is completed within ,   

∑
  

Therefore, the total payoffs value an agent gets when completing problem as a team,  

 

     

  

 

If  is not completed within ,   

 

      when is a member of the team, 0, and  

      when if is a leader of the team, 0 

 is adjusted payoff value of task  an agent  gets upon completion. 

 is original payoff value of task .  
∑  is a team’s overall quality of solution for the problem . 

That is, the payoff value depends on the aggregated quality of solution each agent 

in a team provides. For example, two agents are in a team working for a problem 

containing two tasks (each task has a payoff of one point). If agent  has 0.1 quality 

and  has 1.0 quality, then the average quality is 0.55. Even though  has 1.0 

quality,  gets 0.55 out of the possible one point since its team has 0.55 average 

quality. Even though it seems unfair for the agent who provides a high quality solution 

for the sub-task, the agents work as a team, not individually, so it is reasonable to assume 

that every member shares the overall payoff of the team. 

Moreover, since a leader agent receives a penalty and a member agent gets 

nothing when a team fails to complete the problem within the given time constraints, 

other behavioral constraints (e.g., timeliness, reliability, and compatibility) that influence 
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the successful completion of the problem should be considered when making decisions to 

form a team.  

3.2.2 Problem solving behaviors and Multi-Dimensional Trust model 

Each agent also has multiple problem solving behaviors, which affect the amount 

of payoff or penalty it gets. Since it is difficult for an agent to know another agent’s 

problem solving behavior a priori, agents must build models of these behaviors over time 

by interacting with agents. This research assumes there are mainly four different problem 

solving behaviors for the agent: quality, reliability, availability, timeliness. Each problem 

solving behavior is given as different Gaussian distributions with different means, and is 

assumed to be consistent enough to be meaningful across interactions. That is, an agent’s 

problem solving behavior is approximately the same throughout multiple interactions.  

Since an agent works with other agents as a team to solve problems, other agents’ 

problem solving behaviors also affect the performance of the team. Therefore, measuring 

these problem solving behaviors of potential teammates is critical when looking for 

beneficial teammates to work with. This research proposes to use a multi-dimensional 

trust (MDT) model to represent other agents’ problem solving behaviors allowing an 

agent to identify beneficial teammates when goals have multiple requirements. It is 

known that modeling the trustworthiness of others according to multiple dimensions can 

significantly benefit partner selection [Griffiths, 2005; Maximilien and Singh 2005; 

Gujral, DeAngelis, and Barber 2006]. Since the amount of reward depends on how much 

a team satisfies given requirements, the agent must consider each factor, and a potential 

member’s behaviors relative to each, when selecting members for a team.  

Four dimensions are proposed for the MDT: Reliability, Quality, Availability, and 

Timeliness.   
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Reliability Dimension (dr): Reliability represents the probability of an agent to fulfill its 

commitment. Considering the fact that all teammates must complete its assigned sub-

task(s) within the time constraints of the problem to earn payoffs, reliability of a potential 

teammate is important when estimating the likelihood of a team to complete the problem 

within the given time constraints. For example, if one of the teammates has low 

reliability, it might fail to keep its commitment to complete an assigned task. In this case, 

a leader of the team needs to hire another agent to work on the task that the previous 

agent failed to complete. By doing so, it will increase the time to complete all the tasks in 

the problem.  

 = An agent’s estimate on the other agent’s the reliability. [0, 1] 

Quality Dimension (dq): Quality of Service being provided  

 = An agent’s estimate on the other agent’s quality of solution. [0, 1] 

Availability (da): Availability to be a teammate 

 = An agent’s estimate on the other agent’s availability. [0, 1] 

Timeliness (dt): Time required to complete given task 

 = An agent’s estimate on the other agent’s timeliness, meaning that how 

quickly it can complete the assigned task(s).  has three values: 1 (normal), 2 (fast), 

and 3 (very fast). For example, a task has the length of six. If an agent is estimated to 

have normal timeliness, the agent can finish a given task in 6 time steps, the same as the 

length of the task. If an agent is estimated to have fast timeliness, the agent can finish a 

given task twice quickly, which is in 3 time steps. If an agent is estimated to have very 

fast timeliness, the agent can finish a given task three times quickly, which is in 2 time 

steps.  

Although an agent’s problem solving behavior is approximately stable during the 

multiple interactions, it is sometimes possible that these problem solving behaviors might 
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change over time. If an agent’s quality of service changes frequently over a short amount 

of time as shown in Figure 5 (a), modeling its quality of service is not useful due to the 

fluctuation in the model. However, an agent might be able to improve its quality of 

solution (or service) at some point in the future as shown in Figure 5 (b). In this kind of 

scenario, an agent’s problem solving behavior is consistent enough to be meaningful over 

a certain amount of time. When there is possibility that an agent’s problem solving 

behavior changes over time, the most recent behavior should be given larger weight. In 

this research, an agent changes its problem solving behaviors by altering the mean of 

Gaussian distribution that represents each problem solving behavior of an agent. In 

addition, time-decayed average is used to build an agent’s multi-dimensional trust (MDT) 

model to reflect possible changes in the agent problem solving behaviors.  

 

 

 

    

  (a) Frequent changes                      (b) A certain change  
 

Figure 5. Changes in Problem Solving Behaviors 
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3.2.2.1 Time-decayed average 

Time-decaying average is used in application where the significance of data items 

decreases over time [Cohen and Strauss 2003]. Consider a stream of behavioral data 

where 0 is the value of the data obtained at time t. A decay function is a non-

increasing 0 defined for 0. At the current time T, the weight of the data 

obtained at time t is  and the decayed value of the data is 0. 

Then, time-decayed average of observed behavioral data is defined as follows.  

 
∑ |

∑ |
 

 

Each data point in the time-decayed average is weighted according to the decay 

function. The numerator is a decayed sum of the observed data stream, and the 

denominator is a normalized factor that is the sum of weights which represents decayed 

count of the observed data stream. In this research, a function  is a binary function 

that shows either success or fail regarding an agent’s behaviors (e.g., reliable or 

unreliable, available or unavailable).  
1                      
0                    

3.2.2.2 Decay function 

The most commonly used decay functions are exponential decay and sliding 

windows. Both decay functions tend to discard older data. Intuitively, we expect the 

significance of an event indeed to decay with elapsed time, but also to be larger for a 

more severe event. However, since we don’t know if the reliability of an agent changes 

over time, it is not always good idea to severely lower the significance of the older data. 

In some cases, older data might have useful information to predict the future data 
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patterns. Therefore, it would be good to have a function to decay the value of data with 

elapsed time, but also to still give some degree of decayed value to the older data and to 

be able to tune the rate of decay for different situations.   

A polynomial decay function where the weight given to a data item is inverse-

polynomial in elapsed time has these properties [Cohen and Strauss 2003].    

 
1

 

Figure 6 shows both exponential decay and polynomial decay functions. Both 

decay function give more weight on the recent data, however, the polynomial decay 

function gives a constant weight to older data while the exponential decay function gives 

almost zero value to old data. In addition, a designer can tune the rate of decay in 

polynomial decay function to determine how much weight to give to the old data. For 

example, a designer might decide that old data is still valuable to consider.   

 

Figure 6. Exponential decay function and Polynomial decay function 

Polynomial Curve 1 

Polynomial Curve 3 
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In this case, the designer can tune the rate of decay so that it gives values between 

0.4 and 0.3 to older data (polynomial curve 1 at Figure 6). If a designer decides to give 

lower weight to the old data, the designer can tune the rate of decay so that it gives 

almost zero (about 0.2) to the old data (polynomial curve 3 at Figure 6).  

As an example to show the difference between exponential decay and polynomial 

decay, we consider a time-decayed aggregate of a past binary dataset as a measure of 

availability of an agent. Three dataset (x1, x2a, and x2b) are considered in this example as 

shown in Table 1. Suppose that an agent (ai) sends a request to be a teammate to another. 

If ai gets a positive answer back from the agent, a1 marks dataset with one, otherwise ai 

marks the dataset with zero.  

There are three agents who receive the request from the agent ai: a1, a2a, and a2b. 

The dataset x1, x2a, and x2b show the past feedback from a1, a2a, and a2b respectively. 

Note that a1 was not available mostly during the first half of the time, and a2a and a2b was 

mostly available during the first half of the time but was not available at recent times. 

The difference between a2a and a2b is at the last moment where a2a was not available, 

while a2b was available. In other words, the agent a1 showed a more severe failure event 

than a2a and a2b, but less recently than a2a and a2b. 

Table 1. Three binary datasets with timestamp 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

x1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 
t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

x2a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
x2b 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
                                                       * 0: Fail / 1: Success 
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One of the agents can be considered as more available based on different methods 

of aggregating the past information. Three methods are used in this example: average, 

time-decayed average with exponential decay function, and time-decayed average with 

polynomial decay function.  

Figure 7 shows both exponential decay and polynomial decay functions and how 

these functions weight the recent information. As shown in Figure 7, exponential decay 

function has the property that it severely discounts the past information. However, 

polynomial decay function gives an approximately fixed weight even to the oldest 

information. Note that horizontal axis of the graph represents t value in the Table 1. Note 

that the oldest data is when t = 0, and the most recent data is when t = 20. Figure 8 shows 

an agent’s choice over three agents using three different aggregating methods. Figure 8 

(a) shows the results based on the average, Figure 8 (b) shows the results based on the 

time-decayed average with an exponential decay function, and Figure 8 (c) shows the 

results based on the time-decayed average with a polynomial decay function. As shown 

in Figure 8 (a), an agent always considers both a2a and a2b more available over a1 when 

using simple average method.  

 

Figure 7. Decay functions  
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(a) Average value of x1, x2a, and x2b (f(x) is an average function) 

 

 

(b) Time-decayed average of x1, x2a, and x2b (f(x) is an exponential decay function) 

 

 

(b) Time-decayed average of x1, x2a, and x2b (f(x) is a polynomial decay function) 

 

Figure 8. An agent’s choice between X1, X2a, and X2b. (The horizontal axis shows t value from Table 1 
and the vertical axis shows value from the decay function, f(x)) 
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However, since a1 has been perfectly available for the second half of the time, it is highly 

possible that a1 should be considered as highly available agent at the moment. However, 

the average method fails to reflect the recent data when modeling the agent’s availability  

We next consider time-decayed average with an exponential decay function as 

shown in Figure 8 (b). An agent considers a1 as more available agent than both a2a and 

a2b due to the recent failures. Note that a1 has been unavailable for eight times in the past, 

while a2a and a2b have been unavailable only for four and three times respectively. By 

using an exponential decay function, an agent completely ignores the past information 

and only considers the most recent information when modeling other agents’ availability. 

When using a time-decayed average with polynomial decay function, an agent 

gives the priority on the recent information; meanwhile it also considers the past 

information as well. As shown in Figure 8 (c), an agent considers a2a with the recent four 

failures as less available (left), however considers a2b with the recent three failures as 

more reliable than a1 (right). Since the past performance data regarding an agent’s 

problem solving behaviors might have useful information when modeling the agent’s 

overall MDT, the polynomial decay function is used to calculate the time-decayed 

average regarding each agent’s MDT model.  

3.2.3 Attitudes 

Attitude represents the tendency to act in a certain way towards the objects [Petty, 

Wegener et al. 1997], which can be used as a good predictor of behavior [Tesser and 

shaffer 1990]. In this sense, attitude can be described as a set of control parameters to 

dictate an individual agent’s teaming decisions.  

In this dissertation, agents use a multi-attribute decision theory model when 

making decisions. The multiple factors affecting the expected outcome of an agent are 
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modeled into multi-attributes. The expected utilities are calculated for each alternative 

based on their possible consequences by categorizing corresponding multi-attributes into 

either a potential benefit factor or a possible risk factor. The agent’s preference over the 

possible consequences can be interpreted as the agent’s own attitude. In addition, some of 

attributes are either more or less significant in different situations. Certain attributes can 

be more heavily weighted based on how important they are given different situations, 

thereby influencing the choices an agent makes. Attitudes can be regarded as these 

weighting parameters in building expected utility. This research therefore proposes an 

alternative means of determining a utility function so that the calculation of utilities 

depends on an agent’s assigned attitudes. In this way, agent attitudes define the priority 

that an agent places on the various choices it may have regarding teaming processes. 

This research proposes four attitudes to influence an agent’s teaming decisions.  

• ,   is the attitude of agent  toward proactive behavior: an agent’s 

willingness to be proactive in a job search by being a leader and initiating new 

jobs to work on (suggestible vs. assertive) 

• ,  is the attitude of agent a  toward reward: an agent’s willingness to 

pursue higher reward (restrained vs. greedy) 

• ,  is the attitude of agent  toward risk: an agent’s sensitivity to possible 

risk (risk-averse vs. risk-seeking) 

• ,  is the attitude of agent  toward urgency: an agent’s willingness to seek 

for agents who can provide solution quickly.  

In the next section, an agent’s decision making mechanism for each fundamental 

teaming process is proposed. The next section also describes how the proposed attitudes 

are used in an agent’s decision making process along with problem constraints and the 

MDT model defined in the previous subsections. 
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3.3 MAKING TEAMING DECISIONS IN AN OPEN ENVIRONMENT 

As described in the previous section, there are three fundamental processes for 

team formation: role determination, problem selection, and teammate selection. An agent 

needs to make a good decision for each fundamental process. An agent’s goal rewards 

can be earned by completing as many problems as possible while minimizing any 

possible failures. The failure of the team can be affected by a poor set of decisions made 

because of an inaccurate estimation of the consequences of potential choices made by an 

agent.  

In the next subsections, the decision making mechanism for each teaming 

decision is proposed.  

3.3.1 Role Determination 

When an agent tries to solve problems as a team, an agent can take either a leader 

role or a member role. If an agent becomes a leader, the leader agent can select a problem 

in favor of his own profits. For example, a leader agent can select problems that have 

tasks associated with his/her capabilities with a high amount of payoff value, or a leader 

agent can select problem with a greater number of tasks that increase the utilization of his 

capabilities. However, when a team fails to complete the problem, a leader agent has a 

responsibility to take the penalty. A member agent only works on the problem by 

accepting the offer from other leader agents. A member agent does not receive any 

penalty when a team fails to complete the problem. However, if there is no offer available 

for the member agent, the member agent cannot earn rewards. Whether or not either 

being a leader or being a member is beneficial for an agent depends on the given 

environmental situations. For example, if there is too much competition to select 

problems as a leader, it might be good to be a member choosing between offers from 
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other leaders. If there are not enough offers from other leader agents, an agent benefit by 

being a leader.  

An agent’s attitude toward proactive behavior is used to decide whether the agent 

wants to be a leader and proactively search for problems and teammates. Agents having a 

strong attitude toward proactive behavior demonstrate assertive behavior when searching 

for the problems. Conversely, agents having a weak attitude toward proactive behavior 

passively receive suggestions from other agents concerning problems and team 

formation. 

In chapter 4 which addresses research question 2, the leaning mechanism to 

identify the right level of proactive attitudes for the given situation will be described.  

3.3.2 Problem Selection 

Each problem can be regarded by the agent team as a goal to earn more payoffs.  

Tasks in the problem are considered an individual goal an agent can pursue utilizing its 

own capabilities. If there is more than one problem that has tasks matching an agent’s 

capabilities, an agent should determine which problem to work on. Figure 9 shows the 

examples of an agent’s problem selection. An agent has two problems that can work on 

with its capabilities. Problem C has one matching task, T2, with possible payoff value 4. 

Problem D also has one matching task, T2, with possible payoff value 8. Since Problem D 

has more payoff value than Problem C, the agent might want to take Problem D to work 

on. However, if an agent chooses Problem D as a leader, the agent must find teammates 

for three remaining tasks compared to just one remaining task in Problem C. A higher 

number of remaining tasks might mean more teammates to find. A higher number of 

tasks to complete and more teammates to find might lead to a risky situation, since an 

agent does not know other agents’ possible problem solving behavior. Some of them 
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might produce a lower quality solution, or some of them might fail before completing the 

assigned tasks. Therefore, a leader agent should decide whether or not it wants to take 

Problem D with a greater payoff value in spite of corresponding risks. As stated in the 

above example, estimating possible reward and corresponding risks of selection a 

problem is critical when an agent must select the problem to work on. In the research, the 

proposed attitude toward risk works as a controlling parameter to balance an agent 

decisions between the possible rewards and risks.  

Among the given attitudes, the attitude toward risk is used to give a priority to 

either possible reward or potential risk. An agent with a weak attitude toward risk has 

risk-averse behavior, meaning that it prefers low variances (e.g., fewer remaining tasks), 

while an agent with a strong attitude toward risk cares less about potential risk of failing 

problem, and thus has risk-seeking behavior. This attitude parameter is used as a 

weighted value in an agent’s selection function to dictate the agent’s behavior regarding 

problem selection. 

 

C1

C2

C3

Problem C

Problem D

T4

T2

T4

T2

T6

T5

Option 1

Option 2

Payoff: 4

Payoff: 8

Penalty: 5

Penalty: 5

Time 
Constraint

 

Figure 9. The problem selection examples 
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Given a model that represents the attitudes of an agent, the next step is to show 

how an agent uses this attitude model in selecting the problem among an available set of 

alternatives. The problem selection (PS) function is proposed to rank the available 

problems. The agents decide which to work on based on the value of PS for all the 

possible choices. An agent makes a list of all the problems it can work on, and then ranks 

them based on the value of PS function. An agent, then, chooses the top ranking problem 

in the list. In this sense, the value of PS function provides an estimated strength of a 

problem toward achieving goal, which is earning more payoffs by completing more 

problems.  

In the dissertation, the problem selection (PS) function is a state-dependent 

function. As described previously,  has two active states of an agent  regarding 

its role: a leader and member.  

,  

The state-dependent function of selecting problem  described as follow: 

· | |  

When an agent plays a leader’s role during the game, problem selection (PS) function is 

shown as follows: 

 

| ∑  

 

is an estimated payoff value an agent receives when working on the 

set of tasks in problem . represents all the task (  an agent  is working 

on in the problem .  
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   ∑  
,  ⁄

      Eqn 1 

 

 is an estimated penalty value an agent receives as a leader when its team is 

working on the problem . 

 
     

,  ⁄
                 Eqn 2 

 

Instead of using current numerical value of potential payoffs and penalty, an agent 

estimates the degree of potential payoffs and penalty by projecting the current numerical 

value to its previous experience. A sharpness parameter in equation 1 (Eqn 1) and 

equation 2 (Eqn 2) represents the steepness of the curve, payoffmax shows the maximum 

payoffs an agent received before, and pnmax shows the maximum penalty an agent 

received in the past. Then an agent uses a sigmoid function to normalize its current 

payoffs and penalty. An agent set the maximum in sigmoid function as the largest value 

between payoffmax and pnmax, ,   . Then an agent divides the current 

payoff value by ,    to get the current degree of payoff 

comparing to the maximum value. In this way, an agent normalizes any payoff or penalty 

value between 0 and 1. For example, if the potential payoff is four and 

,    is ten from the agent’s past experience is ten, as shown in 

Figure 10, an agent gets 0.2689 as an estimated degree of potential payoff.  

Once an agent determines ∑  and , it estimates the likelihood of 

getting penalty due to the team’s failure.  defines how likely the team is to fail to 

complete the entire tasks in the selected problem .  is expressed as an exponential 

combination of attitude toward risk and complexity of the problem .  
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Figure 10. Getting the degree of the current potential payoff by projecting it on a sigmoid curve 

 

                                  Eqn 3 

 

                                Eqn 4 

 

The research incorporates the concept of risk attitude when people make decisions 

under risk. Traditionally, an exponential relationship has been suggested to show the 

willingness of people to accept different levels of risk when making decisions [Smidth 

1997]. Figure 11 shows various types of exponential curve representing different levels 

of attitude toward risk. When the shape of exponential curve is concave, it shows that a 

decision maker, an agent in this research, is risk-averse. If an agent is risk-seeking, the 
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shape of exponential curve is convex. In Eqn 3, attitude toward risk (attrisk) determines 

the shape of exponential curve, therefore; controls an agent’s willingness to take a risk 

when selecting the problem. Figure 12 shows the shape of both  and  curve when 

risk attitude is one. An agent decides which shape of curve it wants to have based on the 

various parameters, such as expected reliability and availability of other agents and time 

constraints of the problem. Chapter 4 explains how an agent learns the appropriate level 

of attitude toward risk when the environment changes. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Exponential Functions that models an agent’s attitude toward risk  

Risk-Seeking: Willing to accept more risks  
(convex curve)  

Risk-Aversion: afraid or sensitive to risks  
(concave curve)  
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Figure 12. The shape of curve for  and  when risk attitude = 1.0 

When an agent plays a member’s role during the game, the problem selection (PS) 

function is shown as follows: 

| ∑                          Eqn 5 

,
            ,   ,       

Since a member of the team does not receive a penalty, an agent does not need to 

worry about the possible penalty value, as shown in Eqn 5. 

Using the proposed PS function, an agent ranks all the possible problems it can 

work on, and then selects the top-ranked problem. Once the agent selects the problem to 

work on, the agent tries to build a team to complete the selected problem. Agents select a 

problem based on the proposed PS value. When more than two problems have the same 

PS value, an agent randomly picks one of them.  

3.3.3 Teammate Selection 

Multi-dimensional trust (MDT) models can represent other agents’ behavioral 

constraints allowing an agent to identify beneficial teammates when goals have multiple 

requirements. For example, when a problem requires a high quality solution regardless of 
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the time required for developing that solution, an agent values the quality dimension 

more than other dimensions. However, when a teammate fails to keep its commitment to 

solve a task within the problem, and the time required to solve a problem is almost 

expired, then a leader agent might want to find another teammate that focuses on the 

timeliness and availability dimensions within the MDT model. Accordingly, an agent 

identifies the most beneficial teammates by prioritizing each dimension (i.e., reward 

dimension, risk dimension, availability dimension, and timeliness dimension) differently 

given the situation. The prioritization of each dimension can be adjusted based on an 

agent’s attitudes to give the best estimation of the helpfulness, or MDT score, in any 

given situation. Based on the MDT score, an agent ranks other agents and selects one 

with the highest score. An agent updates its MDT model based on the result of the 

interaction during the problem solving process as a team.  

When using the MDT of other agents to decide whom to select as teammate, an 

agent must identify the most beneficial teammates by prioritizing each dimension 

differently given the situation. Accordingly, the helpfulness of potential teammates is 

calculated as a weighted sum of multiple dimensions. In this sense, these weighting 

parameters dictate an agent’s decision to select potential teammates. The weighting 

parameters can in turn be defined as an agent’s attitudes. This attitude influences an 

agent’s selection of beneficial teammates by determining which dimension is important 

to consider in any given situation.  

An agent’s attitude toward reward and risk is paired to give a priority to either 

potential payoff or risk. Depending on the degree of each attitude, an agent can be either 

risk-seeking or risk-averse. An agent j estimates the helpfulness of an agent i using the 

proposed dimensions and attitudes. Since Quality of the agent affects the amount of 

payoff a team gets, the quality dimension (dq) is considered as potential reward. In 
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addition, since low Reliability and Availability (dr and da) can increase the possibility of 

team failure due to the time constraint a problem has, these two dimensions are 

considered as potential risk. The Timeliness (dt) is considered as promptness dimensions. 

When there is less time to complete a problem, an agent with high timeliness or high 

compatibility can provide solutions faster than other agents can.  

An agent evaluates each set of potential teammates to work on the remaining 

tasks with a multi-dimensional trust function, and selects teammates with the highest 

value. First, an agent j estimates the helpfulness of the agent ai at the time t as follows: 

 

  , , , ,        Eqn 6 

 
          ,  

, , .
 Eqn 6-1 

          , ,  
, , ⁄ , .

 Eqn 6-2 

            ,  
, . ,

 Eqn 6-3 

Helpfulness of an agent is calculated as the summation of three factors in Eqn 6: 

rewards factor, risks factor, and timeliness factor. Each of three factors represents the 

decision weight function of the relative dimension(s) of MDT model (Eqn 6-1, Eqn 6-2, 

and Eqn 6-3). As shown in Figure 13 (a), each decision weight function forms a sigmoid 

(s-shaped) curve that exhibits two different characteristics relative to a reference point: 1) 

convex at the left side of the reference point and 2) concave at the right side of the 

reference point. The horizontal axis of Figure 13 (a) represents the input value, such as a 

quality dimension, and the vertical axis represents the weighted output value, such as a 

rewards factor.  
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(a) Sigmoid Curve 

  
(b) Value difference in y-axis of sigmoid curve 

Figure 13. Sigmoid Curve and its different data patterns 
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Prospect theory [Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversky and Kahneman 1992] has 

established how people systematically deviate from rational expectations, and has been 

used to make theories of decision making under both risk and uncertainty. Prospect 

theory differs from expected utility theory in the way it handles the probability attached 

to a particular outcome. Classical utility theory assumes that decision makers value a 50 

percent chance of winning as exactly that: a 50 percent chance of winning. In contrast, 

prospect theory treats preference as a function of decision weights and it assumes that 

these weights do not always correspond to probabilities. Prospect theory assumes that 

people frame gains or losses relative to some reference point, which may vary from 

situation to situation. One very important result of prospect theory is demonstrating that 

people’s attitude toward risks concerning gains tends to be risk-averse (concave curve) 

and their attitude toward risks concerning losses tends to be risk-seeking (convex curve).  

This research incorporates insights from prospect theory; especially two aspects 

of the prospect theory are relevant to this application of sigmoid-type decision weight 

function: framing and valuation.  

In the framing phase, an agent frames the situation differently by setting a specific 

reference point. Based on the reference point, an agent might see the situation as mostly 

positive, or might see the situation as highly risky. In Figure 13 (a), an agent sets the 

reference point at 0.5, thus seeing the situation as neutral.    

In Figure 14, an agent shifts the reference point either to the left side or to the 

right side. For example, when an agent shifts its reference point to the far left regarding 

risk factor (Eqn 6-2), an agent sees the situation very positively so that it gives higher 

helpfulness value even for the agent with lower reliability.  
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Figure 14. Shifting reference value of the sigmoid curve (Attitude toward risk or reward) 

 

An agent gives a higher value even for the 
low reliability (availability). For the leader 
agent with this curve, it does not matter 
whether or not the potential teammate has 
low reliability (availability). In other words, 
the marginal value to have higher reliability 
(availability) is not so important.  

Sharpness=6

An agent gives lower value for somewhat 
high reliability (availability). For the leader 
agent with this shape of curve, marginal 
value to have higher reliability (availability) 
is very important.  

Reference Point  
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Figure 15. Shifting reference value of the sigmoid curve (Attitude toward urgency) 

However when an agent shifts its reference point to the far right side regarding 

risk factor (Eqn 6-2), an agent sees the situation very negatively so that it gives a higher 

helpfulness value only for the agent with high reliability. In other words, regarding risk 

factors in Eqn 6-2, the higher the level of the positive estimation about the situation, the 

more the reference point is shifted to the left. Accordingly, an agent’s attitudes are used 

to set the reference point for the given situation. In Eqn 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3, attitude toward 

reward, risk, and urgency are used as shifting parameters in the sigmoid function to 

determine the reference point of the sigmoid curve. Figure 14 shows how an agent shifts 

the reference point regarding rewards (Eqn 6-1) and risks Eqn 6-2). Figure 15 also shows 

how an agent shifts the reference point regarding the timeliness factor in Eqn 6-3. 

By finding the right level of attitudes to use, an agent determines which reference 

point it should use for the given different situation. Chapter 4 explains how an agent 

Sharpness=6
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identifies the right level of attitude to use for the given situation, and how to learn which 

attitude to use when the situation changes.   

Once the helpfulness of agent ai ( ) is calculated, an agent aj calculates the 

multi-dimensional trust (MDT) of the agent ai as follows: 

 

                                         Eqn 7 

                      where  

 

∑  influences an agent’s tendency to consider unknown agents as a 

potential teammate.  is a function of the number of times agent aj has 

interacted with agent ai. This function weights helpfulness more heavily when there have 

been more interactions between two agents.  

Because an agent builds its MDT model based on the feedback from the previous 

interactions, it is difficult to build an accurate MDT model when there are fewer 

interactions between agents. Therefore, an agent needs to use a different strategy when it 

has fewer interactions with others at the initial stage. An agent needs to explore among 

unknown agents initially, and then gradually exploit available information over time. 

Initially, when there is less interaction between agents, an agent explores 

unknown agents rather than relying on the MDT model to select teammates. The 

proposed exploration scheme is decided based on an ε-greedy algorithm. An agent builds 

a list of agents in descending order of MDT values. Then, the agent chooses the potential 

teammate from the list with probability of 1- ε, or chooses a random agent with 

probability of ε. The exploration rate ε determines the tradeoff between exploration and 

exploitation. Exploration rate ε decays over time. Since agents are able to build accurate 
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MDT models of other agents when the number of interactions increases over time, an 

agent’s value of ε decays with time to exploit its MDT models.  

This section has addressed an agent’s decision making for the fundamental 

teaming processes: role determination, problem selection, and teammate selection. The 

decisions for these three teaming processes are very complex due to the uncertainties of 

the environments and correlated concerns (e.g., quality, risk, timeliness) of the decisions. 

The proposed decision making mechanism simplifies necessary decision factors (e.g., 

agents’ problem solving behaviors and problem requirements) into minimally necessary 

categories (e.g., rewards, risks, and promptness). In addition, the concept of attitude 

guides an agent to make better decisions while managing correlations between rewards, 

risks, and timeliness concerns. This research thus provides a decision making framework 

for guiding agent through otherwise overwhelmingly complex team formation decisions. 

In the next chapter, the learning mechanism is proposed to identify the optimal set 

of attitudes to form a better team in order to improve an agent’s problem solving 

performance in dynamically changing environments.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

LEARNING AND ADAPTATION 

 

“Intelligence is deeply and inevitably coupled with interaction” 

– Gerhard Weiss – 

 

Research Question 2 asks “How does an agent use learning to adapt to changes in 

order to maximize goal rewards in a dynamic environment?” 

Problem constraints and other agents’ behaviors may change over time with some 

degree of uncertainty in a dynamic environment. In addition, environmental parameters 

such as the number and/or type of agents can also change without any prior notification. 

In order to address these changes, an agent must estimate the current state of the 

environment. Based on this estimate, an agent may then determine the optimal set of 

attitudes. In other words, attitudes can be learned through experience reinforcement. This 

research question will therefore address how an agent alters its own attitudes to increase 

the goal rewards even though the environment is dynamically changing.  

4.1 MAKING TEAMING DECISIONS IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT 

An agent needs to alter its attitudes to adapt to different environments. When the 

environment in which agents are situated is changing, agents must learn continuously in 

order to adapt. Attitudes are regarded as a summary evaluation of objects [Castelfranchi, 

Rosis et al. 1998] and are learned through feedback from the environment. In the 

following subsections, we investigate the effectiveness of agents learning the “right” set 

of attitudes to make better decisions to earn greater payoffs and minimize possible 

penalties on given different environment.  
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4.1.1 Learning in Role Determination 

The attitude toward proactive behavior influences an agent’s decision to select a 

role within a team. Being a leader benefits an agent by allowing it to proactively select 

problems which will maximize its payoff, but a leader also increases an agent’s risk in 

that it must pay a penalty when the team it leads fails to complete a problem. If a leader 

continuously fails to claim a problem or pays penalties for the team failure, it may be 

better for that agent to change its role to that of a mere team member.  

A member does not have any responsibility for failure, but only works when a 

leader agent offers tasks to the member agent. In other words, if there is no offer 

available for the member, the member cannot earn any payoff. Therefore, a member may 

also consider changing its role to be a leader so that it can find a problem to solve.  

Accordingly, whether an agent benefits from being a leader or a member can be 

evaluated by two factors: history and payoff. First, an agent considers its historical win 

ratio associated with its leader/member choice. If an agent is a leader, a win is defined by 

successfully claiming a problem to work on. If an agent is a member, a win is defined by 

getting at least one offer from other leaders. Second, an agent considers the net payoff 

that has been received by choosing one of the roles.  

Formally, an agent chooses whether to be a leader or member by calculating an 

attractiveness to be a leader ( ) and an attractiveness to be a member (  based 

on the history and net payoffs and penalty.   

1   

1   

where  is the net payoff (normalized to the range [0, 1]) and  is the 

net penalty (normalized to the range [0, 1]) an agent have received by working as a leader 

of the team.  is the number of times that an agent was able to claim a problem over the 
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length of the history and  is the number of times that an agent receives An agent has 

a certain size of memory to store the history.   

 
                         

     
 

 
                       

     
 

In addition,  decides if an agent wants to rely on history or payoff when 

making decisions.  

Once an agent calculates both  and , the agent looks at the value 

difference between  and . If  is greater than , an agent increases 

attitude toward proactive behavior. If  is greater than , an agent decreases 

attitude toward proactive behavior.  

The value difference between  and  is called adaptive parameter, and 

it is defined as . 

 

Then, the updated attitude toward proactive behavior is calculated as follow. 

 

Intuitively, an agent using the learning mechanism should be able to find the right 

role between a leader and member given different situations. This is confirmed by the 

simulation described in the Chapter 5.  

4.1.2 Learning in Problem and Teammate Selection 

The meaning of “beneficial” problem and teammates cannot be defined a priori in 

changing environments. An agent learns which type of the problem gives it the most 

payoff with minimal penalty. An agent also learns to recognize the most “beneficial” 
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agents given the situation by valuing each dimension in the MDT model differently based 

on feedback from the environment. As described in the previous section, the attitude 

models guide an agent’s problem and teammate selection. One attitude is used for 

problem selection (attitude toward risk) to decide the shape of exponential weight 

function (Figure 11) and three attitudes are used for teammate selection to shift the 

reference value of the sigmoid weight function: attitude toward reward which gives 

preference to the quality dimension, attitude toward risk which gives preference to 

reliability and availability, and attitude toward urgency which gives priority to the 

timeliness dimension (Figure 14 and Figure 15).  

The risk involved in choosing the problem, whether or not an agent can complete 

the chosen problem as a team, highly depends on what kinds of agents it teams with. 

Therefore, an agent learns which level of attitude toward risk to have during the 

teammate selection process, and use the learned attitude toward risk for the problem 

selection. Therefore, we first look at the learning method for teammate selection.  

We propose a method to build a multi-dimensional trust model using agents’ 

attitudes to give priority to a subset of the four dimensions during the teammate selection 

process. Since attitudes can be learned from interaction with the surrounding environment 

rather than being innate parts of an agent, agents can have the ability to adapt to a 

changing environment by identifying the “right” set of attitudes. In this sense, the value 

of each dimension can be adjusted to find beneficial team members under different 

conditions. In this research, single agent reinforcement learning is proposed to alter an 

agent’s set of attitudes in order to find the most appropriate set of attitudes to identify 

beneficial teammates given the situation.  

An agent builds a list of other agents it has interacted with, and it updates the 

corresponding MDT model for interacting agents. Since the MDT value depends on the 
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set of an agent’s attitudes, altering the set of attitudes changes the ordering of the list, 

thus changing the potential teammate an agent selects. An agent’s goal is finding the 

optimal set of attitudes that gives more rewards than other sets by assigning the right 

score to the most beneficial agents.  

First, each set of two attitudes (attitude toward reward and risk) is defined as a 

strategy. In other words, a strategy consists of a unique set of two attitudes. In this 

research, an agent has a set of strategies (S); each strategy contains a different set of 

attitudes. 

, … , ,   ,  

 

In this context a strategy can be regarded as a state of an agent, and choosing a 

strategy, or set of two attitudes (attitude toward reward and attitude toward risk), can be 

defined as an action of an agent. Figure 16 shows the state space which represents the 

combination of all possible set of attitudes.   

 

Figure 16. Two dimensional state space where a state represents the set of two attitudes 
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An agent selects a strategy, a combination of attitude towards reward and risk, to 

calculate the MDT value of potential teammates. For example, when an agent uses sk 

which has {0, 1} as a set of attitudes, the agent does not consider the Quality dimension 

since its attitude toward reward is zero. Therefore, potential teammates are ranked based 

on other dimensions. 

An agent then uses the reinforcement learning (RL) formula to update the 

estimated Q value associated with the outcome of the current action. In other words, an 

agent maintains an estimate  of the action reward from selecting a strategy (a set 

of attitudes). The Q-learning rule is used by the agent to update the reward estimate upon 

selecting action a, for which it receives the immediate outcome o(a) from the 

environment.    

 
          · 1 · ·                  Eqn 1 

 

,where  is the payoff (or penalty) received on the kth timestep using action a 

 
0,          
0,           

 

In Eqn 1,  is the learning rate that is function of the timestep. The learning 

rate  determines the stability of the agent’s behavior 0 1). In addition, 

 represents the discount factor. Note that a timestep in this research is defined as an 

iteration of the simulation cycle where a transaction between agents occurs.  

An agent also uses the -greedy exploration algorithm to indentify its most 

rewarding strategy (a set of attitudes) in the long run.  
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Figure 17. Multi-layer generalization of the state space  
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The agent chooses a strategy with the largest Q-value with probability of 1- , or 

chooses a random strategy with a probability of . The exploration rate  determines the 

tradeoff between exploitation and exploration. At the beginning of the learning process, 

an agent must explore to build the Q-value for each potential state, and a state is chosen 

at random. As an agent learns more about the Q-value, an agent exploits its learning 

knowledge by decreasing the value of  with time as shown in Eqn 1. Eventually, an 

agent chooses the state with the highest Q-value.  

                                                Eqn 2 

When an agent exploits in this setting, it commits to the relationship with other 

agents, i.e., continuing to work with the agent with beneficial MDT model. As  

decreases over time, the agent commits to already known relationships. 

However, exploring all the dimensions in an agent’s strategy space can be 

inefficient. Therefore, we first divide each state into multiple clusters. The advantage of 

this clustering technique is that it can reduce the overall state space to search and 

generalize unseen states. Since the state has two continuous variables, attitude toward 

reward and attitude toward risk, the state space can be tiled in a two-dimensional grid 

(Figure 17). Figure 17 shows how this type of binary state space is generalized into two 

layers: the first layer with 4 upper-clusters and the second layer with 9 sub-clusters in 

each upper-cluster. For example, binary points between (0, 0) and (5, 5) can be 

considered as the same upper-cluster as shown in Figure 17. Note that the state points at 

the boundary are overlapped between neighboring upper-clusters. At the initial learning 

stage, an agent considers these four upper-clusters as the entire state-space and explores 

these four upper-clusters. For example, if an agent selects a binary point in a certain 
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upper-cluster, the agent selects a binary point from other upper-clusters beside the 

selected one.  

An agent keeps two types of Q-values: 1) Q-value for the four upper-clusters and 

2) Q-value for the 25 sub-clusters. Although each upper-cluster has 9 sub-clusters, there 

are total 25 sub-clusters because some of sub-clusters are overlapped.   

 

  , · 1 · · ,   

where, ∑      

 

An agent uses the Q-value for the upper-clusters to quickly identify which region 

of the state space it needs to explore more. -greedy exploration is used to balance 

between exploration and exploitation. Since the purpose of having upper-cluster is 

determining where to explore, an agent set  value and decay function so that it quickly 

exploits one of the four upper-clusters. Once an agent determines which upper-cluster to 

focus on, an agent then learns which sub-cluster in that upper-cluster gives more payoff 

than others using same form of Q-learning algorithm as shown: 

 

   , · 1 · · ,    

where ∑      

 

An agent reviews the changes in its performance in term of total outcome it earns. 

The agent then tries to predict a future state using simple projection technique: a 

technique to predict a future state based on present data or trends [Hiebing and Cooper 

2004]. The agent may then alter its attitude in a way to increase its outcome by exploring 

different clusters than the current one. For example, an agent may find that a certain sub-
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cluster, a specific set of attitudes, gives the most outcomes at the current situation. 

However, this current set of attitudes might not be the best one to use anymore when the 

situation changes. In this case, an agent must explore other clusters to find another best 

set of attitudes for the changed situation.  

An agent aggregates all the outcomes it received during a specific period and 

compares that result to the results from previous periods. If the outcome from the current 

period is less than the previous one, an agent resets the  value for the upper-cluster Q-

learning, and starts exploring other upper-clusters. After that, an agent repeats the same 

learning method as previously described.    

The proposed exploration scheme might cause some initial fluctuation on the 

agent’s learning results since an agent averages the outcomes from several different 

points to represent the overall outcome of a cluster. However, reducing the state space 

into reasonably simple dimensions not only reduces the complexity of the algorithm but 

also increases the learning speed of an agent.  

In addition to learn the optimal set of two attitudes (attitude toward reward and 

risk), an agent learns the remaining attitude based on the agent’s performance. Timeliness 

defines how quickly an agent can provide a solution for the assigned tasks. Timeliness 

can be an important factor to consider when there is not enough time to complete a 

problem. Tight time constraints, an unreliable teammate failing an assigned task, or 

rejection from an unavailable agent can increase the possibility of team failure due to 

time constraints. Accordingly, an agent increases its attitude toward urgency when it 

experienced a team’s repetitive failures to complete the problem because its team cannot 

meet the time constraints.  
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Figure 18. Using heuristics to guide the learning direction 

These failures can happen because of the rejection by potential teammates, or the 

current teammate’s failure to complete assigned tasks, which decreases the possibility to 

complete the problem within the time constraints. By adding the urgency attitude, the 

state space for an agent becomes three-dimension (Figure 18). While an agent keeps 

performing the Q-learning algorithm to select the best set of two attitudes (attitude 

toward reward and attitude toward risk), the agent sets its attitude toward urgency as 

normal until it sees some failure (i.e., continuous rejection from other potential teammate 

or task failure from unreliable teammate) while working on the problem as a team. 

An agent increases its attitude toward urgency to the next level when it 

experiences a failure. Once an agent completes the problem as a team, the agent resets the 

attitude toward urgency to the default level.     
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As described in this chapter, the proposed learning mechanism provides an agent 

the ability to adapt to changes in the environment by continuously finding a better set of 

attitude to have in changing environments. In the next chapter, the performance of the 

proposed attitude-driven decision making mechanism and learning mechanism is verified 

by the series of experiments.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

EXPERIMENTS 

This chapter presents experimental results to show how the proposed algorithms 

improve the performance of agents in a multi-agent team formation domain. The 

experiments demonstrate the validity of the proposed agent attitude decision making 

mechanism and learning algorithm to maximize agent payoff. There were two important 

objectives of the experiments.  

First, the experiments were conducted to examine the specific effect of each 

attitude on the agent’s overall net reward, which subtracts the total penalty value from the 

total payoff. That is, it has been anticipated that there were some correlations between 

selected attitudes and resulting payoffs and penalties given various environmental 

situations, where these correlations can be either positive or negative depending on the 

different types of environment. Note that these experiments are related to RQ 1 of the 

dissertation. 

Second, the experiments were conducted to verify the benefit of altering attitudes 

using simple learning techniques in changing environments. Note that these experiments 

are related to RQ 2 of the dissertation.   

5.1 GENERAL EXPERIMENT SETUPS 

The experimental environment consists of a set of self-interested agents and 

problems, each containing multiple tasks. As described in the chapter 1, this research can 

be applied a decentralized problem solving activity in a large organization. Therefore, the 

experimental environment is set to reflect the exact environment of the proposed 

application scenario. Table 1 shows the list of parameters used in the experiments as well 

as the meaning of each parameter related to the proposed application scenario.  
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Table 2. Common parameters and their effects on the application scenario 

Parameters in the experiments Corresponding domain characteristics in 
the application scenario 

Agent  An individual in a large organization who 
has a certain problem solving skill.  

    Agent Class The individuals are classified based on 
their problem solving behaviors.  

    Number of agents Number of the individuals  
    Capabilities per agent An Individual’s abilities or skills 

    Leader vs. Member 
Being a leader or member does not rely on 
organizational hierarchy but relies on each 
individual’s own decision.  

Agent Problem Solving behaviors An individual’s unique style when working 
on a task  

    Solution Quality Average quality of a deliverable 

    Availability An individual’s time allowance to work on 
problems beyond their job descriptions. 

    Reliability An individual’s probability of delivering 
the successful solution for a given task 

    Timeliness Measures how quickly an individual can 
deliver the solution 

Agent’s Attitudes 

An individual’s behavioral attitudes that 
only influences its decisions. Attitudes are 
different from the problem solving 
behaviors.  

Problem A project in an organization 
    Number of problems Number of projects currently available 

    Number of tasks in a problem A set of tasks corresponding to the 
required skills to complete the project 

    Time constraints of problem A deadline to complete the project 

    Task payoff 

Any type of reward an individual gets by 
completing the task. It can be a credit, an 
incentive, or a positive performance 
evaluation.  

    Problem penalty Any type of penalty a team leader pays 
when team fails to complete the project.  
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Each agent has different number of capabilities and can participate in any task 

instance that requires that capability. These capabilities are known to other agents. The 

tasks in each problem can only be solved by the agents with the corresponding 

capabilities. A problem consists of different number of tasks and has a time constraint, 

which is the maximum time allowance for the team to complete the problem. A time 

constraints represents a deadline that can shift with little or no notice under different 

circumstances, therefore the exact time constraints is unknown to the agents in the 

experiments. The agents must form a team to complete the entire set of tasks within the 

given time constraint. Otherwise, the leader of the team must pay a given penalty to the 

problem owner. The payoff is distributed to the agents who worked on each task instance 

when all task instances in a problem are successfully completed within the time 

constraint. The environment also has a problem-managing agent whose role is to create 

and remove problems in the multi-agent system. Whenever a problem is completed or 

expires, the problem-managing agent creates a new problem as a replacement.  

Each agent has different problem solving behaviors (quality, reliability, 

availability, and timeliness) that are unknown to other agents. The problem solving 

behaviors are initially set with a certain value at the beginning of the simulation, but these 

values can be changed during the simulation. An agent also has a unique set of attitudes: 

attitude toward proactive behavior, rewards, risks, and urgency. During the 

experiments addressing RQ1, these attitudes are initially set with certain values and fixed 

during the simulation. For the experiments addressing RQ2, agents with learning 

capability are introduced that are capable of changing their attitudes.   

Experiments are conducted to answer two research questions. In each experiment, 

the experiment results are tested to determine the statistical significance of the data 

provided by the experiments 
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5.2 ATTITUDE-DRIVEN DECISION MAKING 

This section presents the experimental results of decision making mechanism in 

order to address Research Question 1 (RQ1).  

RQ1. How do agents make decisions for building a team to solve problems in the 

presence of uncertainties in an open environment? 

The first set of experiments (Exp 1.1) shows the effect of two different averaging-

methods (average and time-decayed average with polynomial decay functions) on 

building multi-dimensional trust model to capture agents’ problem solving behaviors. 

The experiments compare two averaging functions for different types of behavior data, 

and validate that the polynomial decay function is a better fit for building more accurate 

multi-dimensional trust model.      

The objective of the second set of experiments (Exp 1.2 and Exp 1.3) is to show 

how the agent’s teaming decisions are affected by different levels of attitude. In the first 

experiments in this set (Exp 1.2), an agent selects a role between leader and member 

based on the attitudes toward proactive behavior, and then an agent evaluates available 

problems using the proposed problem selection function with different level of risk 

attitude. The experiments show which level of attitude produce the most success in 

different environments. The second experiments in this set (Exp 1.3) aim to show how 

agents with different level of attitudes interact with agents with different problem solving 

behaviors. The experiments validate that an agent performance measured by the net 

reward, which subtracts the total penalty value from the total payoff, differs based on the 

level of attitudes that agent has for the given environment. Therefore, the experiments 

give a good argument that an agent must be able to change its attitudes to continuously 

increase its net reward in the changing environments.   
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The following section presents the experimental setups for addressing each 

question, and shows the results of each experiment.   

5.2.1 Experiment Setup and Results  

Exp 1.1: Table 3 shows the experiments setups for Exp 1.1. An agent models 

other agent’s problem solving behaviors as a multi-dimensional trust model during the 

continuous interactions. In other words, an agent uses a stream of data from the 

interactions to estimate each trust dimension. As described in the Chapter 3, a 

polynomial decay function is used to prioritize the significance of the recent data. One 

of the advantages to use polynomial decay function to calculate the time-decayed average 

is that an agent can tune the rate of decay to determine how much weight to give to the 

old data. Figure 19 shows the polynomial curves with two different β values. Two values, 

0.4 and 1.0, were used in Exp 1.1.  

 

Table 3. Experiments Setups for Exp 1.1  

Parameter Value 

Polynomial decay 
function 

 
1⁄  

 
β 0.4 / 1.0 

Number of Interaction 30 

Reliability Type Data (Agent 1)  40% (1/2)→ 80% (1/2) 
(Agent 2)  80% (1/2)→ 40% (1/2) 

Availability Type Data 80% leader (1/4) → 60% leader (1/4) → 
70% leader (1/4) → 10% leader (1/4) 
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Figure 19. Polynomial Decay function with two different beta(β) value 

The experiments also introduce two different types of data: data with one-time 

change (reliability type data) and data with periodical changes (availability type data). 

We assume that the number of interactions an agent has with both agent 1 and agent 2 

is 30. Figure 20 shows the experiment results regarding reliability type data. Since an 

agent’s problem solving behaviors cannot be improved or reduced frequently and the 

change is often permanent over a long period of time, it is important for an agent to catch 

the recent changes for reliability and quality type data. During the experiment, agent 1 

improved its reliability from 40% to 80% at the 15th interaction, and the reliability of 

agent 2 decreased from 80% to 40% in the middle of the game after the 15th interaction. 

Since agent 1 improved its reliability around 15th interaction, it is desirable for any agent 

to select the agent 1 over the agent 2 after 15th interaction. 

As shown in Figure 20, when the β=0.4 in polynomial decay function, an agent 

shows very similar choice pattern with the normal average. It is expected because the 

polynomial decay function put a certain weight (between 0.2 and 0.3) on the old data 

when β=0.4 (Figure 19). However, when β=1.0, the polynomial decay function severely 
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discards the old data; and therefore, detects the recent change quickly than normal 

average method as shown in Figure 20 (c). This experiment shows that giving almost 

zero value to older data using higher β value is a good fit for this type of data, such as 

reliability and quality of an agent.    

 
(a) Average 

 
(b) Time-decayed average when β=0.4 

 
(c) Time-decayed average when β=1.0 

Figure 20. An agent’s decision to select more reliable agent 
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Figure 21. An agent’s availability during the experiment 

 
(a) β = 0.4 

 
(b) β = 1.0 

Figure 22. An agent’s decision to select more reliable agent 
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Figure 22 shows the experimental results for the availability type data. As shown 

in Table 3, an agent changes its probability of being a leader (80% leader → 60% leader 

→ 70% leader → 10% leader). Figure 21 shows an agent’s availability during the 30 

number of interactions, one being available and zero being unavailable. This kind of 

changes can occur more frequently than reliability type data, and often shows discernable 

behavioral pattern. Therefore, considering the overall data pattern is important as well as 

detecting the recent changes for availability type data.  

 Figure 22 shows the average value calculated by both the normal average 

method and time-decayed average method with two different β values. Although the 

agent was recently unavailable a lot of time, the average method gives 0.56 (56%) for the 

availability after the 30th interaction. The time-decayed average method gives 0.36 (36%) 

when β is 0.4 and 0.21 (21%) when β is 1.0. Since the agent’s actual availability was 0.1 

(10%) for the last 7 interactions, one should consider lowering the estimated availability. 

However, this agent was highly available three-forth of time during the 30 interactions; 

one should also consider this agent might be highly available for the future. In this sense, 

the average method gave too high value for the estimated availability (0.56 or 56%) and 

the time-decayed average method with β=1.0 gives too low value for the estimated 

availability (0.21 or 21%). The experiment shows that that giving a certain fixed value to 

older data using lower β value (0.4) is a good fit for availability type data.  

Exp 1.2: The next set of experiments (Exp 1.2) take a closer look at the effect of 

an agent’s attitudes on the decisions regarding a role and problem selection given 

different environmental parameters, especially when problems have time constraints. In 

each experiment, we examined the specific effect of each attitude on the agents’ outcome 

to find correlations between selected attitudes and resulting payoffs and penalties.  
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Table 3. Experimental parameters for Exp 1.2 

Parameter Value 
Number of Agent Classes 8 
Number of Agents 100 
   Number of Capabilities per agent 
   Problem solving behaviors  

2 to 4 (Randomly assigned) 
Randomly assigned 

Number of Problems 30 
   Number of tasks in a problem 4 to 8 (Randomly assigned) 
   Time constraints of problem x1.5, x3.0, x6.0 
   Task payoff 5 to 12 (Randomly assigned)
   Problem penalty 6 
Number of rounds per simulation    10000 (total 10 rounds) 

Table 4. Agent Classes for Exp 1.2 

Class Number 
of agent Attitudes 

Class 0 10 Proactive (0.9), Risk (0.1) 
Class 1 10 Proactive (0.9), Risk (0.9) 
Class 2 10 Proactive (0.5), Risk (0.1) 
Class 3 10 Proactive (0.5), Risk (0.9) 
Class 4 10 Proactive (0.1), Risk (0.1) 
Class 5 10 Proactive (0.1), Risk (0.9) 
Class 6 10 Proactive (0.5), Risk (0.5) 

Naïve Agent 30 

 
  (Exp 1.2.1) Random decision making  
  (Exp 1.2.2) Random decision making,  
          but limits the probability to be a leader below 10%   

 

Table 3 shows the parameters used in this set of experiments. To see the possible 

effect of each attitude on the agent’s decisions, agents with attitudes were grouped into 

seven classes, and we further included naïve agents who select problems and roles 

randomly without the proposed attitude-driven decision making mechanism (Table 4). 

For Exp 1.2.2, naïve agents still performs random selection over problems, but we limit 

the probability of a naïve agent being a leader below 10%. This setting for Exp 1.2.2 
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represents the kind of environment where there are more members than leaders. Each 

agent has between two and four capabilities and capabilities are randomly assigned to 

the agents. Note that the problem solving behaviours (quality, reliability, and 

timeliness) are randomly assigned to the agents, and the agents have no means of 

modelling other agents’ problem solving behaviours in this set of experiments. 

Each class of agents represents different types of decision-making. Class 0 and 1 

agents have a highly strong attitude toward proactive behavior, class 2 and 3 agents have 

a medium level of attitude toward proactive behavior, and class 4 and 5 agents have a 

very weak attitude toward proactive behavior. In addition, attitude toward risk is given 

either as 0.1 and 0.9 to reflect different levels of addressing potential risks involved in the 

problem selection decision.  

Number of problems in the system is thirty at any given time. Whenever a 

problem is completed or expires, a new problem is introduced as a replacement. Each 

problem has between four and eight tasks, and payoff for completing each task varies 

between five and ten. A leader agent receives a penalty when its team fails to complete 

the entire tasks in the problem, and the penalty value for each problem is six. Three time 

constraints are given for the simulation: x1.5, x3.0, and x6.0. Assuming the time 

requirement for the team to complete the problem without any delay or failure is 

represented as “x1.0”, “x1.5” simply means that the team has 1.5 times the minimal 

completion time to solve the problem, “x3.0” means three times, and “x6.0” means six 

times the minimal completion time.    

Figure 23 shows the agents’ payoff, penalty, and net reward of the Exp 1.2.1 

when a time constraint is “x1.5”. Since a team only has 1.5 times of the minimal time 

requirement, even one mistake such as a failure due to an unreliable teammate can lead to 

the team’s failure. In this sense, this can be considered as a risky environment for the 
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agents. As stated in the general experimental setup descriptions, only the leader agent 

pays a penalty when a team fails to complete the problem. Therefore, being a leader has 

the great potential risk of paying the possible penalty in this kind of environment. Figure 

23 shows that the most profitable agent class is both class 4 and class 5 where agents in 

those classes have a very weak attitude toward proactive behaviour (0.1). Even if class 4 

and 5 have the lowest average payoff per problem they solved (Figure 24), both classes 

pays almost zero penalty because they mostly work as member of the team. Class 0 has a 

very strong attitude toward proactive behavior (0.9) and a weak attitude toward risk (0.1), 

which means that agents in the class 0 mostly work as a leader and put more focus on 

finding the problem with highest payoff value. Figure 24 shows that class 0 has the 

highest average payoff per problem, but also has highest failure rate among the classes.  

 

Figure 23. Agents’ payoff, penalty, net reward, and number of completed problem  
(time constraints = x1.5) 
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Figure 24. Average payoffs and Problem failure rate (time constraints = x1.5) 
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that class 1 has the lower problem failure rate than class 0 has. Note that class 1 has lower 

average payoff per problem than class 0 because class 1 did not care about the amount of 

potential payoff when selecting a problem to work on. However, by reducing the failure 

rate, class 1 was able to perform better than class 0.   

Class 2, 3, and 6 were able to outperform class 0 and 1 because they balance 

between being a leader and being a member by having a medium attitude toward 

proactive behaviour (0.5).  

More experiments are conducted to examine how the net reward of each class 

changes when the time constraints are different from “x1.5”. The experiments were 

conducted both for “x3.0” and “x6.0” with the same setting as the experiment with 

“x1.5”. When the time constrain relaxes, class 0 and 1 agents are able to increase their net 

reward since there is more time to address possible risks such as a teammate’s failure to 

provide a solution for the task or difficulties to hire the agent with matching capabilities 

(Figure 25 and Figure 26). With more time available, a leader agent replaces a teammate 

who fails to provide a solution for the task or continuously search for the available agents 

before the problem expires. Especially, when there is more than enough time (x6.0), 

pursuing problems with higher payoff regardless of corresponding risk can be the rational 

choice for the agents. Figure 25 shows that class 0 and class 2 with a weak attitude 

toward risk were able to respectively outperform class 1 and 3 with a strong attitude 

toward risk. In Figure 25, class 2 earns the most net reward among other classes. Class 2 

has a medium attitude toward proactive behaviour (0.5) with a weak attitude toward risk 

(0.1), meaning they try to be a leader 50% of time and search for highly paid problems. 

Since being a leader raises the chance of receiving a penalty due to problem completion 

failure, balancing between being a leader and member can give agents more net reward.  
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Figure 25. Total net reward under three different time constraints (x1.5, x3.0, x6.0) 

 

 

Figure 26. Failure Rate under three different time constraints (x1.5, x3.0, x6.0) 
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Now, we look at how the competition between agents changes the possible net 

reward of the agents in the system. Experiment 1.2.2 has the exact same setups as the 

experiment 1.2.1 except naïve agents only become a leader 10% of the time (Table 4). 

This setup increases the number of potential member in the system, therefore, increases 

the competition between agents tying to work as a member.  

Figure 27 shows the comparison between Exp 1.2.1 and Exp 1.2.2. Since there is 

a greater number of a potential member in the system in Exp 1.2.2, each potential 

member agent gets a lesser number of offers. Therefore, class 4 and class 5 in Exp 1.2.2 

earns less than these classes in Exp 1.2.1. In addition, a leader agent gets more number of 

potential teammates to work with in Exp 1.2.2. That is, there are a greater number of 

available agents out there to work with. Therefore, a leader agent can reduce the 

possibility of failure due to the unavailable agents. Figure 27 shows that class 0 and 

class1 (mostly leaders in the system) earns higher net reward in Exp 1.2.2 than Exp. 

1.2.1. 

 

 

Figure 27. Comparison between Exp 1.2.1 and Exp 1.2.2 
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The results from Exp 1.2 validates that an agent’s attitudes affect how the agent 

decide its role in the team and how an agent evaluate and selection a problem to work on. 

It is also shown that different level of attitudes produces different results given various 

environmental situations (e.g., time constraints, competitiveness, and different types of 

agents in the system). The next set of experiments shows the effect of the attitude on 

teammate selection process.  

Table 5. Experiments Parameters for Exp 1.3 

Parameter Value 

Number of agent types 10  
Number of agents 110 
   Number of capabilities per agent 2 ~ 4 
Number of problems 20 
   Number of tasks in a problem 4 ~ 6 
   Time constraints of problem x1.5, x6.0 
   Task payoff 8 
   Problem penalty 4 
Number of rounds per simulation    20000 (total 10 rounds) 

Table 6. Agent Classes for Exp 1.3.1 and Exp 1.3.2 

Class Number of agent Attitudes 

Class 0 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 1 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 2 5 Reward (0.5), Risk (0.5), Urgency (0.5) 

Class 3 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 4 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 5 5 Random Teammate Selection 

Naïve 1 20 Reliability (0.2/0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.1/0.6) 

Naïve 2 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.2), Timeliness (0.1/0.6) 

Naïve 3 20 Reliability (0.2/0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.9) 

Naïve 4 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.2), Timeliness (0.9) 
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Exp 1.3: The objective of this set of experiments (Exp 1.3.1, Exp 1.3.2, Exp 

1.3.3) is to examine how different attitudes influence an agent’s net reward when the 

agent uses MDT models in choosing teammates. Table 5 shows the variables used in this 

set of experiments. Agents are grouped into ten types; six classes and four types of 

naïve agents (Table 6). The number of agents per class is five, and they only work as a 

leader. All the agents in the classes have the teammate selection mechanism proposed in 

this research (Chapter 3). 

Naïve agents do not have an attitude-based teammate selection mechanism, and 

always work as a pool of potential teammates. That is, naïve agents have different 

problem solving behaviors such as reliability, quality, and timeliness, and they only work 

as members of the team, not a leader. Naïve agents get a proposal from the other agents 

in the six classes and randomly select one of the leaders to work with. The number of 

naïve agents in the system was 80 with four different groups (20 agents per group). 

Number of capabilities per agent is between two and four. There are twenty problems 

at the system, each of which has between four and six tasks. Payoff an agent earns for 

completing each tasks varies between six and ten, and penalty of the problem failure is 

four.  

An agent uses MDT to estimate the problem solving behaviors of other agents, 

and uses time-decayed average with polynomial decay function to calculate MDT value.  
 
1⁄  

As shown in Exp 1.1, an agent uses two different  values: 0.4 to estimate 

quality and reliability, and 1.0 to estimate availability (Figure 19). 
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Figure 28. Payoff, Penalty, Net reward, and Number of completed problems  
for Exp 1.3.1 (penalty=4, payoff=8, time constraints=x6.0) 

 

Figure 29. Average Quality and Reliability of Teammates (Exp 1.3.1) 
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Figure 30. Average Timeliness of Teammates (Exp 1.3.1) 
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since class 3 has a stronger attitude toward urgency, the class 3 agents were able to 

outperform class 0 which have the same attitude toward reward. Since the attitude toward 

urgency gives class 3 agents a tendency to work with agents that value timeliness (Figure 

30), class 3 was able to overcome the situation where a teammate dropped out during the 

middle of problem solving activity. Balancing between risk, reward, and timeliness (in 

the case of Class 2 agents) also has been paid off well in this experiment. 

As shown in the results, although agents do not have any prior knowledge on 

other agents’ behavioral constraints, they are able to identify these behavioral constraints 

using MDT models. 

In the next set of experiments (Exp 1.3.2 and Exp 1.3.3), the value of time 

constraints changed to “x1.5”. The objective is to see the possible effect of each attitude 

on the agent’s net reward when environment is changed.  

There are two slightly different set of experiments: Exp 1.3.2 and Exp 1.3.3. Exp 

1.3.2 has some of naïve agents with low reliability (0.2), slow timeliness (0.1), or low 

quality (0.2) as shown in Table 6. Exp 1.3.3 has some of naïve agents was able to 

increase their problem solving behaviors to medium reliability (0.6), timeliness (0.6), and 

medium quality (0.6) as shown in Table 7.  

Exp 1.3.2 represents a highly risky environment where the time constraints are 

tight (x1.5) and an agent must interact with unreliable, slow timeliness, and/or low 

quality agents. Exp 1.3.3 represents a less risky environment where the reliability, 

timeliness, and quality of naïve agents increase to 0.6. Figure 31 shows the experimental 

results of Exp 1.3.2 and Figure 32 shows the experimental results of Exp 1.3.3. Even 

though two sets of experiments share a similar trend in the results, the two results show 

some interesting differences.  
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Table 7. Agent Classes for Exp 1.3.3 

Class Number of agent Attitudes 

Class 0 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 1 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 2 5 Reward (0.5), Risk (0.5), Urgency (0.5) 

Class 3 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 4 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 5 5 Random Teammate Selection 

Naïve 1 20 Reliability (0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.6) 

Naïve 2 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.6), Timeliness (0.6) 

Naïve 3 20 Reliability (0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.9) 

Naïve 4 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.6), Timeliness (0.9) 

 
 

 

Figure 31. Payoff, Penalty, Net reward, and Number of Completed problems (penalty=4, payoff=8, 
time constraints=x1.5) when the minimum reliability is 0.2 and the minimum 

timeliness is 0.1 in agent population (Exp 1.3.2) 
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Figure 32. Average Quality and Reliability of Teammates (Exp 1.3.2) 

  

Figure 33. Payoff, Penalty, Net reward, and Number of Completed problems (penalty=4, payoff=8, 
time constraints=x1.5) when the minimum reliability is 0.6 and the minimum 

timeliness is 0.6 in agent population (Exp 1.3.3) 
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Figure 34. Problem Failure Rate (Exp 1.3.2 and Exp 1.3.3) 
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(0.2 reliability and 0.1 timeliness), the environment became less risky. In other words, 

since the low reliability naïve agents (naïve agent 1 and naïve agent 3) have higher 

reliability (0.6) than the previous experiment (0.2), there is less chance of failure even if 

agents select naïve agents with lower reliability (60% chance of success comparing to 

20% of success in the previous experiment). Therefore, the class 0 and 3 agents are able 

to lower their failure rate even though the time constraint is tight. In addition, having 

faster agents to work with decreases the possible failure of a team. Especially, class 2 

agents that have balanced attitudes between reward and risk were able to increase their 

net reward to the level of class 1 and class 4 who have a strong attitude toward risk. Class 

2 also shows the greatest increase in the number of completed problem as shown in 

Figure 31 and Figure 33. Class 1 and class 4 already select the naïve agents with the 

highest reliability (0.8) in Exp 1.3.2 because they have a strong attitude toward risk, 

positive changes of reliability and timeliness in Exp 1.3.2 does not influence their 

original selection much. Figure 34 shows almost no differences between the problem 

failure rate in Exp 1.3.2 and Exp 1.3.3 regarding class 1 and class 4. In the similar way, 

since class 0 and class 3 have a strong attitude toward reward from Exp 1.3.2, the positive 

changes in quality (0.2 → 0.6) does not influence their selection. They mostly select the 

naïve agent with the highest quality (0.8). On the other hand, since class 2 balances all 

the attitudes, class 2 is able to get benefits from the positive increase from all problem 

solving behaviors (reliability, timeliness and quality). Therefore, class 2 shows the most 

increase in the number of completed problem and decrease in the total penalty it received.  

In this section, the experiments show that the proposed attitudes influence how an 

agent makes teaming decisions regarding role, problem, and teammate selection. Given 

different environmental situations (e.g., highly competitive between members, different 

time constraints, different payoff and penalty values, and different types of agents in the 
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system), it has been shown that there is a certain level of attitudes that provides the 

highest net reward to the agent. Accordingly, the agents’ performance depends on the 

environment, and the levels of attitude that produce the highest net reward vary based on 

the given environment. Therefore, an agent needs to adopt its attitude to the given 

environments. Moreover, when the environment changes, learning to identify an 

appropriate set of attitudes is essential for an agent to continuously earn high rewards.  

  In the following sections, experiments regarding learning mechanism are 

presented.   

5.3 LEARNING AND ADAPTATION 

This section presents the experimental results of an agent’s learning mechanism in 

order to address Research Question 2 (RQ2).  

RQ2. How does an agent use learning to adapt to changes in order to maximize 

goal rewards in a dynamic environment? 

The first set of experiments (Exp 2.1) shows the effect of the proposed learning 

algorithm by introducing learning agents to the previous set of experiments (Exp 1.3.3). 

The objective of the next set of experiments (Exp 2.2) aim to show the performance of 

the proposed attitude-driven decision making mechanism with learning capability by 

comparing it with various types of agents including the agents with the complete 

knowledge, greedy agents, cautious agents, and balanced agents.   

5.3.1 Experiments Setup and Results  

Exp 2.1: In this set of experiments, we examine the effectiveness of our learning 

mechanism. Table 8 shows the agent’s classes used in the experiment. Note that class 5 is 

always a learning agent in this set of experiments. A time constraint during the 

experiment was set to x1.5.   
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Table 8. Experiments Parameters for Exp 2.1 

Parameter Value 

Number of agent types 10  
Number of agents 110 
   Number of capabilities per agent 2 ~ 4 
Number of problems 20 
   Number of tasks in a problem 4 ~ 6 
   Time constraints of problem x1.5 and x6.0 
   Task payoff 8 
   Problem penalty 4 
Number of rounds per simulation    20000 (total 10 rounds) 

Table 9. Agent Classes for Exp 2.1.1 and Exp 2.1.2 

Class Number of agent Attitudes 

Class 0 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 1 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.2) 

Class 2 5 Reward (0.5), Risk (0.5), Urgency (0.5) 

Class 3 5 Reward (0.8), Risk (0.2), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 4 5 Reward (0.2), Risk (0.8), Urgency (0.8) 

Class 5 5 Learning Agents  

Naïve 1 20 Reliability (0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.6) 

Naïve 2 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.2), Timeliness (0.6) 

Naïve 3 20 Reliability (0.6), Quality (0.8), Timeliness (0.9) 

Naïve 4 20 Reliability (0.8), Quality (0.2), Timeliness (0.9) 

 

In the previous experiments (1.3.3) without the learning agents (class 5), class 1 

and class 4 were able to perform well because of their strong attitude toward risk, 

minimizing possible failure. In addition, class 2 had one of the highest net rewards 

because of the balanced attitudes it had.  

Figure 25 shows the experimental result when the time constraint is “x1.5”. The 

class 5 has an initial set of attitudes same as class 0, but equipped with the proposed 

learning algorithm to change its attitudes when necessary.  
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We aim to see the effect of the learning algorithm by initially assigning the 

attitudes that had the worst performance in the previous experiments to the learning 

agents. Class 5 earned the similar amount of net reward as class 4 and class 2 that had the 

highest net reward in the previous experiments even though class 5 initially had the worst 

set of attitude for the given environment (Figure 35). Figure 36 also shows that class 5 

has one of the lowest problem failure rates among the classes.   
 

 
 

Figure 35. Payoff, Penalty, Net reward, and Number of completed problems (penalty = 4, payoff = 8, 
time constraints = x1.5) when the minimum reliability is 0.6 and minimum timeliness 

is 0.6 (Exp 2.1.1) 
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Figure 36. Problem Failure Rate for Exp 2.1.1 
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Figure 37. Four upper clusters and its corresponding Q-value for Exp 2.1 

Figure 37 shows the upper four clusters and each corresponding Q value ( ) 

for the Exp 2.1. As shown in Figure 37, class 5 quickly learns that the set of attitudes in 

cluster 1 has given the higher net reward than other upper-clusters. Upper-cluster 1 

mostly contains a strong attitude toward risk (between 0.5 – 1.0) and a weak attitude 

toward reward (between 0.0 – 0.5). Therefore, upper cluster 1 is expected to be selected 

under this type of risky environment of Exp 2.1. Upper cluster 2 and 3 contains the 

balanced attitudes between reward and risk, therefore, has higher Q value than that of 

cluster 4. As soon as class 5 determines which upper-cluster to focus, class 5 starts 

focusing only on the 9 sub clusters in upper-cluster 1. While an agent calculate Q values 

for the upper-clusters ( ), an agent also keeps track of Q values for the sub-clusters 

( ). Once class 5 decides to focus on  upper-cluster 1, class 5 then learns which sub-

cluster in that upper-cluster gives the highest Q-value and uses the set of attitudes in that 

sub-cluster.  
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Figure 38. Nine sub clusters in Upper cluster 1 

 

Figure 39. Q-values for the nine sub-clusters in the upper-cluster 1 

Figure 39 shows the Q-values for the nine sub-clusters in the upper-cluster 1. In 

Fig. 39, class 5 mostly selects strategies (a set of attitudes) in sub-cluster 1, sub-cluster 2, 

and sub-cluster 9. The sub-cluster 1 has the highest Q-value because the sub-cluster 1 has 

a weaker attitude toward reward (between 0.0 and 0.2) and a stronger attitude toward risk 

(between 0.8 and 1.0). Sub-cluster 2 also has the similar attitudes to the sub-cluster 1. 
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Attitudes in the sub-cluster 9 have the balanced values between reward and risk, 

therefore, the agents that have a set of attitudes in sub-cluster 2 also performs well in this 

environment. 

Exp 2.2: The objective of this set of experiments (Exp 2.2) aim to compare 

performance of the Attitude-driven DEcision making with Learning capability (ADeL) 

agents with four other types of agents as shown in Table 11: 1) the agents with complete 

knowledge, 2) greedy agents, 3) cautious agents, and 4) balanced agents.   

Knowledge Agents (Class 0) have a complete knowledge about the environment. 

The information this class of agents has is as following: 

• Time constraint: Different from other agents, class 0 knows the current 

time constraint. For instance, if a time constraint changes from x1.5 to 

x6.0, other agents should learn from its experience of solving problems. 

However, class 0 will know the time constraint change as soon as it 

occurs.  

• Problem solving behaviors and Role: Class 0 knows quality, reliability, 

availability, and timeliness of other agent, as well as their current role. For 

example, since class 0 knows the current availability of other agents as a 

potential member, class 0 always find the teammate to work with at the 

first attempt.  

• Given priority when claiming the problem as a leader: One more 

important advantage of the class 0 is that every agents gives priority to the 

class 0 when there are multiple agents that try to claim a certain problem. 

Therefore, even if there are other leader agents that want to claim the same 

problem as class 0 does, class 0 always gets the problem.  
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Given the complete knowledge about the environment, class 0 easily makes 

decisions regarding role, problem, and teammate selection.  

Table 10. Experiments Parameters for Exp 2.2 

Parameter Value 

Number of agent types 6  
Number of agents 120 
   Number of capabilities per agent Varies between 2 ~ 4 
Number of problems 20 
   Number of tasks in a problem Varies between 5 ~ 10 
   Time constraints of problem x1.5 → x6.0 → x3.0 → x1.5 
   Task payoff Varies between 4 ~ 12 
   Problem penalty Varies between 2 ~ 6 
Number of rounds per simulation    20000 (total 10 rounds) 

Table 11. Agent Classes for Exp 2.2 

Class Number of agent Attitudes 

Class 0 10 Knowledge agent 

Class 1 10 Balanced agent  

Class 2 10 Greedy agent 

Class 3 10 Cautious agent 

Class 4 10 
Agents with the proposed attitude-driven decision 
making mechanism with learning capability  
(ADeL agent) 

Class 5 70 Random agent  

Balanced agents (Class 1) have a balanced set of attitudes. Class 1 agents set all 

the attitudes as 0.5 and keep this value during the experiments. Greedy agents (Class 2) 

pursue a greater payoff by setting their attitude toward reward as 1.0. In addition, class 2 

agents mostly become a leader (attitude toward proactive behavior=0.8) and have a weak 

attitudes toward risk (0.1) and urgency (0.1). Cautious agents (Class 3) mostly work as a 

member (attitude toward proactive behavior=0.2) and have a weak attitude toward reward 

(0.1). Class 3 also has a strong attitude toward risk (0.9) and urgency (1.0). ADeL agents 
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(Class 4) have a proposed attitude-driven decision making mechanism with learning 

capability (ADeL). Problem solving behaviors and attitudes are randomly assigned to 

Random agents (Class 5). Random agents also make random decisions regarding role, 

problem, and teammate selection.  

As shown in Table 10, the presented experimental parameters represent open and 

dynamic environments. Number of capabilities in an agent, number of tasks in a 

problem, task payoff, and problem penalty varies between certain values. A time 

constraint changes various times during the experiment (x1.5 → x6.0 → x3.0 → x1.5). 

In addition, 70 % of the population has randomly assigned problem solving behaviors and 

attitudes. Three different kinds of experiments are conducted in Exp 2.2 (Exp 2.2.1 and 

Exp 2.2.2).  

In Exp 2.2.1, when reliability and timeliness values are assigned to random agents 

(class 5), half of the agents have reliability and timeliness less than 0.3. The remaining 

half of the agents gets random reliability and timeliness without any restriction, and 

quality is also assigned randomly to all random agents without any restriction. Exp 2.2.1 

represents the environment where a large portion of agents are unreliable and slow when 

working on the tasks.  

   In Exp 2.2.2, Random agents (Class 5) were assigned with a higher value of 

reliability and timeliness. In other word, the half of the random agents gets reliability and 

timeliness greater than 0.7. Exp 2.2.2 represents the environment where majority of 

agents are highly reliable and fast when working on the task.  

To avoid any kind of advantage from different problem solving behaviors, class 0, 

class 1, class 2, class 3, and class 4 agents get the same set of problem solving behaviors 

throughout all three sets of experiments, which is 0.8 for both reliability and quality and 

0.5 for timeliness. 
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Figure 40. Payoff, Penalty, and Net reward from Exp 2.2.1 

 

Figure 41. Payoff, Penalty, and Net reward from Exp 2.2.1 
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Figure 40 shows the experimental results of Exp 2.2.1. In this experiment, 50% of 

class 5 has low reliability and timeliness (less than 0.3 for the reliability and 0.0 for the 

timeliness). Therefore, this environment can be regarded as a risky one. Class 4 (ADeL 

agent) was able to perform better than class 1, class 2, and class 3. Class 4 (ADeL agent) 

also earned 67% of net reward the class 0 (Knowledge agent) earned. Class 2 has the 

worst performance since class 2 only pursue a greater payoff without any consideration 

on possible risks involved. Figure 41 shows the results from Exp 2.2.2 where majority of 

random agents have high reliability and timeliness (greater than 0.7 for the reliability and 

1.0 for the timeliness). Class 4 (ADeL agent) also has a higher net reward than class 1, 

class 2, and class 3. In this time, class 4 has earned 71% of net reward the class 0 earned.  

Throughout Exp 2.1 and Exp 2.2, we verified that attitude-driven decision making 

with learning capability (ADeL) mechanism performs well in dynamic and open 

environments where 1) a time constraint can change over time without the agent 

knowing, 2) agents have different problem solving behaviors and attitudes that are 

unknown to other agents, 3) different payoff and penalty values, and 4) different problem 

size (number of tasks) and different capabilities per agent in terms of both number and 

type.  
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CHAPTER 6  
 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 

The main hypothesis of the dissertation is that, when agents solve problems as a 

team, an individual agent can increase the rewards it receives by forming or affiliating 

with a team using attitudes to continuously balance potential benefits and corresponding 

risks involved in role, problem, and teammates selection processes. 

This dissertation focuses on a multi-agent decision making framework to allow 

humans and software agents to dynamically form teams to solve complex problems in 

competitive, open and dynamic environments. Agents are different from other software 

entities such as web services on the Internet, in that they can employ a variety of 

interaction, decision-making, or learning methods to flexibly achieve their goals. Instead 

of passively following instructions to solve problems, agents can make proactive teaming 

decisions to determine a role to play, whether to perform tasks in different problems, and 

whom to work with to solve complex problems. Agents are also reactive in that they can 

adapt to changes that occur in the environment. These characteristics of agents make 

multi-agent systems well suited for distributed problem-solving applications in large 

corporations as well as applications in ubiquitous and mobile computing where 

individuals interact with each other to solve complex problems in open and changing 

environments.  

As stated above, agents in this research can be a software entity representing 

human or any kind of software, an electronic or electromechanical entity, capable of 

exhibiting flexible problem-solving behaviors with different performance metric and 

design parameters. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that agents have bounded-rationality 
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because of cognitive limitation, lack of perfect reasoning capabilities, or incomplete 

information regarding the surrounding situations. Accordingly, this research examines 

two important research questions to achieve the above hypothesis: 1) how an agent with 

bounded rationality makes teaming decisions in an open and competitive environment, 

and 2) how to learn to adapt to the changing environment. 

6.1.1 Research Question 1 

For the first research question, this research proposes a set of attitudes that dictate 

an agent’s decision-making processes. This attitude model is represented in terms of a 

particular combination of underlying attitudes that influence an agent’s teaming 

decisions, thus guiding its behavior under several circumstances. These teaming decisions 

include: (1) determining what role to play, (2) selecting a problem to work on, and (3) 

finding the appropriate teammates to work with. These decisions are particularly complex 

in that they must be resolved within the context of changing environments, uncertain 

problem requirements, and uncertain behaviors of other agents within the given time 

constraints.  

The special attitude model is represented by individual attitudes as follows:  

 Proactive behavior attitude: an agent’s willingness to actively search for problems as 

a team leader; 

 Reward attitude: an agent’s willingness to pursue increasing rewards; 

 Risk attitude: an agent’s sensitivity to possible risk; and, 

 Urgency attitude: an agent’s willingness to search for agents that can provide 

solutions more quickly. 

A method is proposed to build a multi-attribute decision function using the 

proposed attitude model to give priority to any one of possible rewards, potential risks, or 
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service promptness during each teaming decision-making process. In addition, a method 

is also proposed to build a multi-dimensional trust model using agents’ attitudes to give 

priority to a subset of the four dimensions (e.g., reliability, availability, quality, and 

timeliness) during the teammate selection process. This research endows agents with the 

ability to assert how much they should trust multiple dimensions of a potential 

teammate’s behavior – the availability of an agent to deliver a reliable, quality solution in 

a timely manner – in the context of multiple problem requirements. 

The findings from the experimental results show that there are correlations 

between a set of attitudes and an agent’s performance given various environmental 

situations. That is, an agent selects different types of problems and teammates, and takes 

different role solely based on the set of attitudes it has.  

The uniqueness of this research starts from the definition of attitude-driven 

selection functions that are used to make teaming choices by ranking all the alternatives 

based on a certain decision criteria. The research introduced modeling techniques, such as 

MDT, to capture complicated decision factors (various problem requirements and agents’ 

unknown behaviors), and simplify into minimally required categories representing 

rewards, risks, and promptness. The research also incorporates the concept of attitudes 

that are used to guide an agent to have different decision styles that are appropriate for 

the current situation. By combining 1) behavioral attitudes to guide an agent’s decisions, 

2) a trust modeling technique to capture uncertain characteristics of the environment, and 

3) the use of exponential and sigmoid functions reflecting different decision styles of an 

agent, the research provides an agent a tool to make the “good-enough” teaming 

decisions in competitive, open, and dynamic environments.  
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6.1.2 Research Question 2 

The RQ 2 comes from the observations that environmental factors (e.g., problem 

requirements, agent population, types of problem, and types of agents) might change 

without any notice. Therefore, an agent should adapt to the sudden changes in the 

environment in order to continuously increase its rewards.  

The uniqueness of RQ 2 starts from an important characteristics of attitude, 

ability to adapt to the changes throughout the experiences. Since an agent’s decision 

making mechanism is built around the concept of attitude, an agent is able to change its 

decisions simply by altering its attitudes. Therefore, attitudes provide a good learning 

framework for adapting to changes in a dynamic environment. In this research an agent’s 

attitudes guide its teaming decisions by influencing an agent’s overall tendency to focus 

on specific aspects of the given choices. Since attitude is regarded as a summary 

evaluation of objects [Castelfranchi, Rosis et al. 1998] and is learned through feedback 

from the environment, an agent is able to adapt to the changing environments by finding 

a better set of attitudes to use for the given situation. This research proposes simple 

reinforcement learning techniques to capture current environmental parameters and an 

agent’s resulting net reward and use those factors as part of an evaluation mechanism to 

alter the agent’s attitude.  

By allowing individual agents using attitudes to manage trade-offs between 

potential rewards, corresponding risks, and service promptness, those agents can 

accurately determine which problems to work on, which agents to team with, and what 

position to take, even in the presence of unknown partner characteristic and time 

constraints in the environment. In addition, an agent is able to adapt to the changing 

environments by simply identifying a right set of attitudes to use for the given situation 

rather than trying to evaluate every detail of possible states resulting from the current 
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teaming decisions. The proposed attitude-driven decision making with learning capability 

(ADeL) gives an agent with bounded rationality an opportunity to make good decisions 

that are otherwise overwhelmingly difficult to make due to the involved complexities.  

The results from the experiments prove that finding a “right” set of attitudes for 

the given environments is important for an agent to increase rewards in a problem solving 

domain. The experiments also show that an agent is able to identify a better set of 

attitudes (attitude toward reward, risk, and urgency) given a feedback-based learning for 

a role selection, and a single agent reinforcement learning technique for problem and 

teammate selection.  

This research provides attitude-driven multi-agent decision making framework 

that can be used in the application where human and software agent build teams to solve 

problems in competitive, open and dynamic environments. Since the Internet and other 

ubiquitous computing technologies provide interconnectivity, and Semantic Web 

technology provides interoperability between various entities including software agents, 

machines, and humans, the wider deployment of agent-based systems being used in real-

life distributed problem solving domains is highly plausible. Especially, in a large 

business organization, individuals often take different roles and form a team with others 

to solve various problems in rapidly changing environments. Decisions that successfully 

trade-off rewards, risks, and timeliness during the problem selection and team formation 

process are critical to successfully solve problems as a team. In addition, successful 

adaptation to dynamically changing circumstances is also a key to the completion of a 

problem. This research can provide a tool to enable an individual (human or software) to 

determine proper role to perform when working with others on various types of problems, 

to more efficiently and effectively evaluate the problem solving behaviors of others to 

find appropriate teammates, to more effectively and efficiently assess which problem is 
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most pertinent in a particular situation, and to quickly recommend or recognize the right 

type of attitude that individuals should possess in order to effectively have to solve 

problems as a team. 
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APPENDIX: EXAMPLE SCENARIO 

This section describes an example scenario to apply this research to real-world 

applications. The example scenario will cover distributed problem-solving in a large 

organization. The motivation to present this scenario is based on recent trends in a large 

organization or a global company. Organizations are becoming more connected through 

the network. An individual in the organization can proactively engage with various kinds 

of productivity improvement programs regardless of their location or time, through 

remote meetings via teleconferences, wikis, blogs, and discussion groups over network. 

In other words, massively connected knowledge sharing in highly distributed 

organizations and active participation of the individuals in problem solving activities has 

become a critical element in most large organizations or global companies.  

The scenario first assumes a large company that encourages their employees to 

proactively engage with a problem solving activity in addition to their daily 

responsibility. This is intended to encourage self-motivated individuals to bring forth new 

ideas for others to review, evaluate, or contribute to, rather than depending solely on 

executives to spend time on vision documents and plans. Real-world example of this kind 

of company can be seen from Google’s “20 percent time” rule, which enables engineers 

to spend one day per week working on projects that are of their own interest and not 

necessarily in their daily job descriptions [Google 2009].   

This company also has a strongly networked working environment with various 

tools enabling its employee to work together over a network, such as an intranet with 

wiki, file sharing, messenger, and video conferencing tools. A real-world example can be 

seen from Cisco’s networked working environment.   
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Based on these assumptions, the scenario defines a company A that has a wiki-

type problem-solving system in the intranet. Any individual employee or team can either 

post problem to the wiki or actively participate in the problem that requires his/her unique 

capability. The problem does not need to be in his daily job description. For example, 

Employee E1 has been working on intelligent-robot research area in the company; 

however, while working on the project to develop assistant robots for the hospital, he has 

a new idea regarding ubiquitous health application that can be used not only in the 

hospital but also at the patients’ homes. Employee E1 defines the problem as “developing 

a ubiquitous health-care program” and posts this problem to the company’s wiki-type 

problem-solving system waiting for other employees to participate as a partial problem 

solver. In this way, there could be lots of problems in this wiki-type problem-solving 

system for each employee to participate either as a partial problem-solver or leader. For 

example, employee E2 who has a software development capability, employee E3 who has 

a software test capability, employee E4 who has worked on hospital management 

programs, and employee E5 who has worked on customer relationships in previous 

health-care applications can participate as partial problem solvers for this problem.    

By working on problems in this wiki-type problem solving system, each 

employee benefits through side-payments for the successfully completed problem, and 

positive performance evaluation points for active participation. In this scenario, employee 

E1 receives a positive performance evaluation at the end of year based on the number of 

problems he/she has posted or participated in as a partial problem solver, and E1, E2, E3, 

E4, and E5 receive side-payments when posted the problem “developing ubiquitous 

health-care program” has been completed.  

So far, the overall description of the scenario has been presented. This being the 

case, we will examine how this research provides a tool to enable people to determine the 
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proper role to perform when working with others on various types of problems, to 

evaluate the problem solving behaviors of others to find appropriate teammates, to assess 

which problem is most pertinent in a particular situation, and to recommend or recognize 

the right type of attitude that individuals should possess in order to effectively solve 

problems as a team.  

As described in the above, employment E1 has the capability to work on the 

robot-building project. Even though E1’s daily responsibility is building an assistant robot 

for the hospital, E1 also can look at a wiki-type problem solving system in the company 

to either post new problems as a leader or find an available problem to work on as a 

partial problem solver (member). Being a leader to proactively post a problem and take 

responsibility to complete it gives both benefit and risk to E1. If E1 does not have enough 

resources to be a leader or the working environment gives more benefit to be a member, 

it would be better for E1 to work for another problem as a partial problem solver 

(member). This research provides E1 a decision parameter, proactive attitude, to 

determine which role to take between leader and member.  

On the other hand, if E1 decides to be a member, then E1 needs to find a problem 

to work on as a partial problem solver (member). When E1 searches for a problem in 

wiki-type problem-solving system in the company, it is highly possible for E1 to find 

more than one problem that E1 can solve. Each problem has different time constraints, 

different size, and a different payoff value. Among various problems, E1 needs to 

determine two things: what the expected reward is and how likely the problem will be 

completed. This decision may depend on each employee’s risk-taking attitude.  

A human has bounded-rationality due to the cognitive limitation on attitudes that 

a human adopts when undertaking an endeavor. A human’s attitude certainly influences 

its behavior, and a human does not always have the optimal attitude for a given situation. 
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This research introduces a quantitative notion of attitude that provides a human a useful 

model for understanding the effects of attitude on the decision-making process, and 

provides rational recommendations optimizing a limited number of attitudes for the given 

situation. In other words, this research recommends the right level of risk-taking attitude 

and the rank of recommended problems based on the suggested risk-taking attitude.  

Once E1 posted a problem, E1 needs to select a partial problem solver (member) 

for the problem he/she posted in the system. To do that, one can address the behavioral 

characteristics of potential teammates in a problem-solving activity. Other employee’s 

capability can easily be extracted from known information, such as title of position, 

project history, or job description. However, behavioral characteristics of an individual 

(quality of their work, reliability, availability, or timeliness) are often unknown before E1 

actually interact with that person, especially when working together as a team. The lack 

of availability of a priori knowledge for these behavioral characteristics causes uncertain 

dynamic situations. Therefore, having a means of evaluating these behaviors using a 

Multi-Dimensional Trust (MDT) model that can reflect the recent changes in their 

behavior can offer significant benefit to E1. It takes time for an employee to build the 

exact MDT model through direct interaction. Therefore, it is highly possible to share the 

MDT model with other employees. Fullam’s work [Fullam 2006] to learn trust strategies 

in reputation exchange network can give a very useful tool to effectively share MDT 

models among employees to rapidly increase the accuracy of the MDT model.  

Once E1 builds MDT model of other employees, E1 needs to choose whom to 

select to work on the problem as a team. For example, there is E3 who is a highly 

qualified software program developer. It would be the best to work with E3 only if he/she 

is available or agrees to work with E1. If E3 is not available, E1 either needs to wait for E3 

to become available, or select other employees to work with. When a time constraint to 
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complete the problem is very strict, E1 might need to select highly available and highly 

reliable employee. For example, E2 is highly reliable and available but produces normal 

quality of work. E3 produces almost perfect quality of work but E3 is less reliable than E2. 

In this case, E1 might be better to select E2 to complete the problem within the given time 

constraints. Accordingly, given four dimensions in a MDT model (quality, reliability, 

availability, and timeliness), it is necessary to prioritize a certain dimension given 

different work environments. Especially, this decision depends on two factors: 1) how 

much a person is willing to tolerate potential risks to receive more payoffs and 2) how 

urgently a person needs to respond. These decisions also depend on each person’s unique 

attitudes: reward-pursuing attitude, risk-taking attitude, and attitude toward urgency.  

Since a human does not always have the optimal attitude for a given situation, this 

research provides rational recommendations optimizing these three attitudes for the given 

situation. In other words, this research recommends the right level of three attitudes 

(reward-pursuing attitude, risk-taking attitude, and attitude toward urgency) and the rank 

of potential teammates based on the suggested attitudes. This research also updates its 

recommendation when the situation changes, thus providing continuous decision support 

for an employee. Using this recommendation, E1 can evaluate his own attitudes and try to 

make corrections on his decision to produce a better outcome by efficiently solving more 

problems.  

In addition, E1 can examine a certain linkage or pattern between the current 

situation and a recommend set of attitudes. This will give an advantage for an employee 

to make better decisions from the initial stage of his work. For example, E1 tended to be 

risk-averse when facing the problem with risk for the first time. E1 thought that being 

cautious is better at the initial stage when things are not certain. This certainly gives less 
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failure at the beginning, however, being cautious might lose potential reward E1 could 

have received if E1 had a risk-taking attitude from the beginning.  

When the company uses this research to recommend the right set of attitudes for 

various different situations, the company can store a historical relationship between a 

certain level of attitude and a specific environmental situation. In this way, the company 

can have a reference for its employees to select which set of attitude he/she needs to have 

from the beginning given different situations.  

For example, E1 examines the past cases that have the similar environmental 

situation with the current one. If the past cases suggest having a risk-taking attitude with 

reward-pursuing attitude, E1 can change his traditional way to address the uncertain 

problem from being risk-averse to risk-taking.  

 Examining a certain linkage between attitudes and each environmental factor has 

been suggested for the future work of this research. Once the research determines which 

environmental factors influence each level of attitudes and their performance, the ability 

to make correct recommendations given a specific set of environment will improve.  
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